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NONCOl\1MUTATIVE LOCAL ALGEBRA AND REpRESENTATIONS

OF CERTAIN RINGS OF l\1ATHEl\1ATICAL PHYSICS.

Alexander L. Rosenberg

INTRODUCTION.

The Weyl algebra is one of the most important objects in mathematical phy

sics and representation theory of Lie groups and Kac-Moody algebras.

Recently, T. Hayashi introduced a quantized version of the Weyl algebra

[H]. This algebra can be thought as adeformation of the Weyl algebra which is

compatible, in a certain sense, with the defined by limba [1] and Drinfeld [D]

,quantization' of the universal enveloping algebras.

One of the purposes of this work is to find a way to describe the left spe·

ctrum and irreducible representations of the quantized (and non-quantized) Weyl

and Heisenberg algebras. We show that tbis can be achieved for a much larger

class of hyperbolic nngs the simplified versIon of wbich appeared first in

[R3]. The class of hyperbolic rings contains the (quantized) Weyl algebras, the

introduced In [KS] quantized Heisenberg algebras, the (quantized) enveloping al

gebra of the Lie algebra sl(2), the coordinate nng of the quantum group SLq(2)

and a lot more (cf. [R4]).

Since the language of nngs and ideals is not convenient for the study of

the spectrurn, we switch from a hyperbolic ring H over a ring R to a hyperbolic

category 1{ (::::H-mod) over a category A (=R-mod). Here 'over' means that there is

a natural (forgeuing) functor ':J from 1{ to A. As areward for changing the set

ting and means, we get a complete description cf the spectrum cf the functor ,.

Reflected back to rings, these results provide, in particular. a camplete des

cription of the left spectrum of any hyperbolic ring over a commutative noethe

nan nng, and much more. I was not able to achieve tbis in [R4] using the ring

thearetical approach.

Abrief outline of the contents:

Section 0 may be viewed as a continuation of Introduction: we recall the

definitions of the quantized Weyl and Heisenberg algebras, and define the menti

oned abave hyperbolic rings.

---



[R5] noncommutativein

Section contains the necessary

local algebra:

for what follows facts of the introduced

the spectrum of an abelian category, its

connection with localizations etc ..

In Sections 2, 3 and 4, we study the skew polynomial and the skew Laurent

categories. The prototypes of these categories are the category of modules over

the skew polynomial and the skew Laurent polynomial rings respectively. Although

here these categories are investigated for the sake of hyperbolic categories,

they are of independent interest.

In Section 5, we define a hyperbolic category over an abelian category and

study some of its properties. Principal examples of hyperbolic categories are

the categories of left modules over hyperbolic rings.

Section 6 fulfills the main goal of the work. It contains the description

of the part of the spectrum of a hyperbolic category which is naturally related

with the spectrum of the underlying abelian category.

In 'Complementary facts', we discuss iterated hyperbolic categories and sa

me of the applications of the obtained in Seetion 5 general results to hyperbo

lic rings 0/ Weyl and Heisenberg type which are natural generalizations of the

corresponding quantized algebras.

A curious observation is that· alt hyperbolic rings of Weyl type are natu

rally related with the quantized enveloping algebras, exactly in the same sense

as Hayashi' s algebras are.

I would like to thank Max-Plank-Institut für Mathematik for hospitality and

excellent working atmosphere.

O. QUANTIZED WEYL AND HEISENBERG ALGEBRAS AND HYPERBOLIC RINGS.

0.1. The quantized Heisenberg and Weyt algebras. Recall that the quantized Hei

senberg algebra, H (J), over a field k is generated by the set of elements
q

{x ~ y., z.1 i E J} subject to the relations:
I I ,

XiZi = qZixi' ziYi = qYizi'
-I

xiYi - q y,,xi = zi

for all i E J;

X;Yj = Yi(i' x,,xj = x),xi' Y;Yj = Yli' Z)-Zi = z,')

for all i, j E J, i 'i= j.

The introduced by T.Hayashi [H] quantized Weyl algebra Wq(J) IS the qua:.

tient algebra of the algebra Hq(J) obtained by adding the relations

(x.v. - qy,x.)z. = I = z.(x.v. - qy.x.)
rl 11 I I rl "
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for all i E J.

Clearly W (J) is the conventional Weyl algebra.
1

t.
I

the

i E J.

andz·I

moreover,

Z., t.,
I 1

into

and,

variables

zisends

i, j E J,for aIl(x.v.)z. = z!x.y.)
1'1 J J II

morphism of the ring kf(z.),(t .)J of polynomials In
I I

to the quantized Heisenberg algebra Hq(J) which

0.2. From the quantized Heisenberg algebra to hyperbolic rings. The spectral and

representation theory of these algebras is pretty weIl understood in case when

the set J consists of only one element, because in that case both, Heisenberg

and Weyl quantized algebras happen to be hyperbo1ic rings over commutative noe

therian rings. And the spectrum and irreducible representations of such rings

are essentially (but not completely) described in [R3].

Recall that the introduced In [R3] (actuaIly In [R2]), hyperbolic ring

R{f},~J is the associative ring generated by a commutative ring R and the in-

detenninables x, y which satisfy the relations:

xr = f}(r)x, ry = yfj(r) for all r E R,

xy =~, yx = f}-I(~),

where f} is an automorphism of R, and ~ is an element of R.

The hyperbolic rings appeared as a result of an attempt to single out the

biggest natural commutative subring In Uq(51(2)), U(51(2)) and some other

algebras. One can try to do the same with the quantized Heisenberg algebra

Hq(J).

Notice that

into the product x.y. is injective. This implies that the ring
1 I

nerated by the commutative (polynomial) ring R: = k[(Z.), (t .)]
I I

X., z., i E J, subject to the relations:
I I

H (1) is ge-q
and the elements

x.r = iJ t r )x " ry. = y:{} t r)
1 I I I I I

X .v,' = t., Y .x. = q( t. - z.)
r' I I I 1 I

XfYj = Y/\
for all for all r E Rand I, J E J, where j *' i.

Here f} . is an automorphism of the ring R defined by
I

-)
i} .(z.) = qz·, i} tt.) = q t. + qz·,

11 I 11 I I

and

i} tz') = z·, iJ ! t.) = t.
I J J I } }

if j *' i.
Note that iJ.-1(t.) = q(t. - z.); i.e. y.x. = iJ.- 1(t.).

11 I I 11 I I
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These relations suggest the definition of (multi·dimensional) hyperbolic

rings.

0.3. Hyperbolic rings. Let R be an associative ring with unity, {'Öil I E J}

a family of pairwise commuting automorphisms of R. {~il i E J} a family of

central elements of R such that ,) .(~.) = ~. for any iJ E J such that i '#-
I '] ']

J. Denote the data {,)~~·I i E J} by 0 and let R{0} be the ring genera-
l I

,

ted by R and by indeterminables X., y., i E J, which satisfy the relations:
I I

x.r = ,).(r)x., ry. = y.,)!r)
I I I I I I

(1)

for every r E R;

x·v· = ~., y,x. = ,).-I(~)
l"' I I I I I

(2)
for every i E J;

xiY} = YJ,xi' xix} = x),xi' YiY} = Yli

for any i,} E J such that i '#- }.

Due to the relations (2), we call the ring R{8} hyperbolic.

(3)

I, i E J.

by the same fonnulas, as for the

nng

is a

-I
q ti + qZi

z/ t / I 4 q2) + q2zi) =
Define the automorphisms ,) " i E J,

I

Heisenberg quantized algebra Hq(J); l.e.

,).(z.) = qz·, ,).(1.) =
I I I I I

0.4. Examples. It was shown already that the quantized Heisenberg algebra

hyperbolic ring. Now take as R the quotient ring of the polynomial

k[(z.),(t .)J by the relations
I I

for all i E J, and

,) .(z.) = Z·, ,) tl.) = I.
I J J I J J

if } * i.

One

the data

into

can check that the morphism of the hyperbolic flng R{8} defined by

8 = {,)~/·I i E J} to the Hayashi's Weyl algebra which sends z·
I I l

zi and ti into xfYi' i E J, is an isomorphism. -

0.5. Iteration. For any subset l ~ J, denote by eil the data 1i}~~·1 I E
I I

I}. The flng Rle[!} shall be identified with the corresponding subring of

Rle}. Note that, for any E J-I. the automorphism ,). can be extended to an
I

automorphism, S., of the ring RlelI} by setting
I

S.(x.) = x. and 8!y.) = y. for any j E I.
I J J I) J

(The only thing to check IS that the maps 8. respect the relations. They
I
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do thanks to the commutativity of {1\ I i E J}:

x :ö.(r) = e.(x .r) = etö!r)x.) =
)1 I) I) )

t1. ot1!r)x. = i}.oi}.(r)x. = x.i}.(r);
1 J J ) I) )1

and similarly for y .. )
J

Clearly the elements ~i' i Ei-I, belong the the center of the ring

R{S II}, thanks to the equalities t1.(~.) = ~. for every j E I, sinee
J 1 1

x~. = i}!~.)x. = ~~. for all j E I.
J 1 J l J lJ

This shows that the ring R{S} IS naturally isomorphie to the nng

R'{S'}, where R' = R{S I/j, B' = r8 ~~·I i EI-I}.
J 1

Thus, if the set J is finite, the problem of description of the spectrum

and representations of the ring R{0} ean be redueed to the eorresponding prob-

lems in case when Card(J) = I.

But, using this reduetion, we are faeing the investigation of hYPerbolic

rings over noncommutative eoefficient rings which does not look a pnon very

promising. It oeeurs, however, that the problem beeomes mueh easier to handle if

the language of rings and left ideals is replaeed by the language of eategories.

This transition leads to the nation of a hyperbolic category. A remarkable

fact is that the switehing to hyperbolie categories allows to obtain a complete

description of the left spectrurn of a hYPerbolic ring over a eommutative noethe

rian ring which I was not able to get in Chapter 11 using the language of rings

and modules.

1. NONCOl\1MUTATIVE LOCAL ALGEBRA.

A detailed exposition (including proofs) of the presented In this section

facts can be found In [R5].

1.1. Apreorder

objects, X and

subquotient of a

some finite k,

row is a non-zero

direet sum of k

on OhA.

in abelian categories. Fix an abelian category il. Für any two

,y, of the category A we shall write X >- Y if Y is a

coproduet of a finite number of eopies of X, i.e. if, for

there exists a diagram (k)X ~ U ~ Y, where the left ar-

monomorphism. and the right one is an epimorphism; (k)X is a

eopies of X. One ean show that the relation >- is apreorder

1.2. Tbe spectrum of an abelian category. Let M be a nonzero objeet of the

eategory 14. We write M E SpecsIJ if, for any nonzero subobjeet N of M, we

5



and let N

have: N >- M. Since M >- N, we can say that M E SpeeiJ if and only if it is

equivalent with respect to the preorder >- to any of its nonzero subobjects.

Denote by SpecA the ordered set of equivalence classes (with respect to

>- ) of elements of SpeciJ. The set SpecA shall be ealled the spectrum 0/ the

category A.

1.3. Spectrum and simple objects. Clearly every simple object of the category A

belongs to SpeeA. Moreover, we shall see in a moment that two simple objects

are equivalent if and onIy if they are isomorphie.

1.3.1. Proposition. Let M be a simple objeet 0/ the eategory il,

be an object 0/ il. Then the following eonditions are equivalent:

(a) N is isomorphie to (k)M for some (finite) k;

(b) M >- N.

In partieular, if N and M are simple objects, then N >- M if and only

if the objeets M and N are isomorphie.

1.4. The spectrum and exact localizations. Reeall that a full subeategory S of

the eategory iJ is ealled thick if the following eondition holds:

the object M in the exact sequence

o ----7 M'----? M --7 M"----? 0

belongs to S if and only if M' and M" are objeets of s.
It follows from the universal property of Ioealizations that the map

Q~ KerQ

gives a bijeetion of the equivalenee class of exact loealizations of the eatego

ry 4 onto the set of thick subcategories of 4.

Here (as everywhere) KerQ is the full subeategory of s4 generated by all

objeets which are annihilated by Q.

1.4.2. Proposition. Let

eategory A. For any

longs to Spec13.

Q: .i1 ~ 'B be an exact localization 0/ an abelian

P E Specdl, either Q(P) equals to zero, or Q(P) be-

For any M E ObA, consider the fuH subcategory <M> of

folIows: Ob<M> consists of all objects N such that the relation

not hold.

A defined as

N >- M does

1.4.3.1. Lemma. For any two objects, M and M', of the category s4, the /01-

6



lowing conditions are equivalent:

(a) M >- M';

(b) <M'> ~ <M>.

Thus, the map M~ <M> identifies the ordered set of equivalence clas-

ses of objects of A (the order is induced by >-) with (r<M> I M E OhA), ~).

For any subcategory lT of the category 14, let 11"- denote the full sub-

category of s4 generated by a11 objects M such that any nonzero subquotient

of M has a nonzero subobject from 11".

1.4.3.2. Lemma. For any subcategory lT 01 s4,

(a) the subcategol}' ,- is thick;

(b) (11"-)- = lT-.

Call a subcategory lT of A a Serre subcategory if lT = lT-.

1.4.3.3. Proposition. 11 an object

then <M> is a Serre subcategory

M 01 the category

0/ iL

belongs to Spees4,

Thus, according to Proposition 2.3.2, to any point

exact localization, Q<M>: A --7 s4/<M> , corresponds.

<M> of SpecA an

1.4.4. Local abelian categories and localizations at points of the spectnmt. A

nonzero object M of an abelian category s4 will be called quasifinal if N >

M for any nonzero object N of the category A.

In other words, a nonzero object M is quasifinal if and only if

<M> = {Ol = n <N>.
N E Obs4-fO}

Clearly aquasifinal object of the category s4 (if any) belongs to Spees4,

and every two quasifinal objects of A are equivalent.

1.4.4.1. Definition. An abelian category

final object. •

is called loeal if it has a qUasI-

1.4.4.2. Lemma. The foliowing properties 01 an abelian category

lent:

(a) s4 is loeal and has simple objeets;

7
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(b) any nonzero object of A has a simple subquotient, and all simple ob-

jeets of A are isomorphie one to another.

1.4.4.3. Example. The category of left modules over a commutative nng

local if and only if the ring k is loeal.•

k is

A be an abelian eategory. For any objeet M of the

<M> is a thiek subeategory of "" the quotient eatego-

1.4.4.4. Proposition. Let

eategory A such that

ry AI<M> is loeal.

In partieular, for any abelian category

the quotient eategory #<P> is loeal.

and any objeet p from SpeeA,

1.4.4.5. Corollary. If M is a simple objeet of an abelian eategory

sI1/<M> is a loeal eategory with a unique up to isomorphism simple object.

then

The last assertion foHows from the fact that if Q: s4 ~ 'B is an exact

localization and M a simple object of the category A, then either Q(M} = 0,

or Q(M} is a simple object.

1.5. Tbe topology 't and Zariski topology. The least requirement on the topology

on SpecA is that it should be compatible with the preorder >-. This means that

the closure of any point <P> E SpecA should contain the set

s«P»:= {<P'> I <JY> ~ <p>}

of specializations of that point. The topology 't as the strongest among the

topologies which have this property.

CaH a fuH subcategory 'B of the category A topologizing if it contains

a taken in s4 coproduct of any two of its objects and the following condition

A left elosed if it is topo-

has a left adjoint functor. One

holds:

if in the exact sequence 0 --? M'~ M ~ M" --? 0

longs to ~, then M' and Mit belong to ~.

Call a fuH subcategory 13 of the category

logizing, and the inclusion functor ~ ----7 s4

can show that the subsets

the object M be-

where 73

the set of

topology and

Spec'B

runs through the

closed subsets of

is denoted by 3t.

= {<P> I P E SpeeA n Ob'B},

family of all left closed subcategories of A, IS

a topology which is called (in [R5]) the Zariski

8



1.6. Supports. The support of an object M of an abelian category A IS the

set, Supp(M) , of all <P> E SpecA such that M >- P.

1.6.1. Proposition. (a) For any short exact sequence

o )L >M )N )~

Supp(X).

-
U

Xe

Supp(M) = Supp(L) U SuppeN).

- 01 objects such that there is a coproduct E9 X,
XE:::

(h) For any set

1.6.2. Proposition. For any subset

of A generated by ali objects M

gory.

W 01 SpecA. the Juli subcategory A(W)

such that suppeM) ~ W is a Serre subcate-

1.7. The left spectrum of a ring. Let A be the category R-nwd of left modu-

les over an asSOClatlve nng R with unity. Since each module from Spec(R-mod)

IS equivalent to any of its cyclic submodules, we can take into consideration

only the modules RJm, where m runs over the set If of left ideals of the

ring R.

The set of all left ideals p of the ring R such that R/p belongs to

SpecR-mod is denoted by Spec~ and is called the left spectrnm of R.

1.7.1. Lemma. For any !wo left ideals m and n of the ring R. the relation

Rlm >- Rln is equivalent to the foliowing condition:

(#) there exists a finite set y of elements of the ring R such that the

ideal (m:y):= Iz e R 1 zy c m} is contained in the ideal n.

1.7.2. Corollary. A left ideal p belongs to the left spectrum if and only if,

for any x E R~p. there exists a finite subset y of R such that

((p:x):y) = (p:yx) ~ p.

1.7.3. Remark. If m is

Rlm >- RJm' if and only if

R is commutative, then the

of prime ideals of R..

a two-sided ideal of the ring R, then, evidently.

m is conntained in m'. In particular. if the ring

left spectrum Spec[R coincides with the set SpeeR

1.8. Associated points. For any object M of an abelian category iJ,

Ass(M) the set of <P> E SpecA such that P is a subobject of M.

denote by

The points

9



of Ass(M) are called associated to M elements of the spectrum.

Here we need only the very first simple facts about this notion:

1.8.1. Lemma. For any short exact sequence, 0~ M' --7 M --7 M" --7 0,

Ass(M' ) s Ass(M) k; Ass(M' ) U Ass(M").

1.8.2. Corollary. For any finite set

we have:

n of objects of an abelian category

M E OhA, v is an ar-

are all the morphisrns f E

Ass( EB X) = U Ass(X).
XEn XEn

1.9. The relative spectrum. The spectrum of a functor ij from an abelian cate-

gory iJ to an abelian category siJ is the ordered set Spec(iJ) of all pairs

«M>, <P» such that there is an object M' of iJ such that <M> = <M'> and

<P> E Ass(iJ(M')). The order in Spec(iJ) is induced from SpeciJ x SpecA.

Note that, given a functor ij, the description of Spec(iJ) is reduced to

the description, for any <P> E SpecA, of the fiber of Spec(iJ) over <P>

which is the set of all <M> E Spec~ such that <P> E Ass(M).

Explicitly, the object of this work is the description of the spectrurn of

certain 'forgetting' functors.

2. SKEW POLYNOMIAL AND SKEW LAURENT CATEG0 RIES.

Fix an auto-equivalence ~ of a category A. Define the category A['Ö)

as folIows.

Objects of A['Ö) are all the pairs (M, v), where

row 'ÖM ----7 M. Morphisms from (M, v) to (M', v')

s41,M,M') such that the diagram

'Öf
'ÖM ) 'ÖM'

v 1 1 I
V

f
M M')

is commutative.

2.1. Example. Let <1l be an automorphism of an associative ring with unity R.

Let R[x,cI» be the ring of polynomials in x with coefficients from R with

the multiplication determined by the property

rx = x<1l(r) for any r E R.

Let ~ be the auto-equivalence of the category R~mod of left R-modules

10



determined by the automorphism <1>; i.e. i} sends

a module (M, A: R ® M --; M) into the module (M, Ao(<ll (8l id
M

)).

It is easy to see that the eategory R-mod[i}] is equivalent to the eatego-

ry R[x,<I>]-mod of left R[x,<I>]-modules.•

M=(M ~ M + I nE I)n n I

2.2. Example: filtrations and gradings. Fix an additive eategory

ijiJ the eategory of Z-filtered and by C15A the eategory of

over iJ. There are two standart funetors from 1561 to C15A:

tbe funetor 113: M~ EB M IM
n E Z n n-I

and the funetor lH whieh assigns to a filtered objeet

the graded objeet G-l(M):= $ Mn'
1l E Z

A. Denote by

z-graded objects

Denote by i the auto-egu ivalence (translation) CJJa'l --; (?jA, iMn= Mn-I;

and eonsider the eategory ('!JA[i].

Let ':j(]A[lI] denote the full subcategory of the eategory fJJ14[i] generated

by all the pairs (M,u), where u: lIM --) M is a monoarrow. There is a fune

tor Irf': ijA --) Jr]A[lI] whieh assigns to any filtered object M=(M ~M + I nE z)n n I

the graded objeet lH(M):= EB M and the canonieal monomorphism D(M) --) IHM.
nEI n

2.2.1. Lemma. The lunctor Gi' is an equivalence 01 the category ijA oJ JUte-

red objects and the subcategory 3r]A{lI] 0/ ('!JA[i].

2.2.2. Note. If 14 is an abelian (or Grothendieek) eategory, then such is

fJJA[lI]. While the eategory ~A is not abelian. •

the category of chain comple-

A, let DA[i}1 denote the

by aB objects (M,d) such

is a topologizing subcategory

double points. We denate the

2.3. The subcategory of 'skew double points' and

xes. Given an auto-eguivalence i} of a eategory

fuH subeategory of the category A[i}] generated

that doi}d = O. It is easy to check that Ds4{f>]

of A[i}]. We eaB DA[f>] the subcategory of skew

eohamology funetar (M,d) I ) Ker(d)llm(iJd) by H.

2.3.1. Example. The category CA of chain complexes is naturally identified

with the subcategory D[A{i] of double points of the category (E14li1 from Ex-

ample 2.2. Clearly the defined above eohomology funetor eoineides, in this case,

with the usual one. •

11



2.4. Functors F1J and F1J". Fix an additive category A and its auto- equiva-

lence i}. Denote by Fi} the forgetting functor

A{i}J -----7 A, (M, v)~ M, Homsi1{i}J 3f~ f E Homs4.

Obviously, the functor F1J is faithful and exact.

Let i}" be the left (and right) adjoint functor to i}; and let

q> : to/'i}~ Id:l1' 'V: Ids4(i}) --) i}i}"

be adjunction isomorphisms.

Suppose that the category A has countable coproducts. Then this data pro-

vides us with the functor Ff)" from A to A{i}J which asslgns to any object

M of the category A the pair (EB (i})IlM, vi})' where
11'2:.0

vi} : i}(EB (f))l1M)~ EB (i})IlM = M EB i}(EB (f})nM)
n~O n'2:.0 n~O

is the morphism (OM,id). The definition of Fi)" on morphisms is obvious.

2.4.1. Lemma. The junctor Fi}" i5 ieft adjoint to Fi}'

Proo! For any object M of the category, A there is the canonical mOf-

phism

y = "((M):= (idM,O): M ) Ft) oFi}"(M) = M ffi (ffi (f})nM )
n;;::1

Let (M, v) E Obs4{i}J. The morphisms
. (n) n-I nId

M
, i} v:= voi}vo ... ot] v: i} M --)0 M, n '2:. I,

determine the cannical morphism

A='A((M,v)): F f)"oFl}(M)=M ~ (EB (i})nM ) --) (M,v)
n'2:.1

It is left to the reader to check that thus defined functor morphisms,

'Y : IdA ) Fi} 0 Fi}" and A: Fi}" 0 Fi} ) IdA(-{))'

are the adjunction arrows; i.e.

Fi}AoYF{) = IdF • AFf/"oF-{)"1 = IdF .
-{) -{)

•

2.4.2. Corollary. Suppose that the category A has countable products. Then the

functor F-{) has a right adjoint functor.

Prao! Note that the map which asslgns to any object (M,u) of the catego-

ry A{i}J the pair (M,u"). where u": M ~ to/'(M) is the adjoint to u"

arrow, and acts identically on morphisms, induces an equivalence of categories.

(!: i1{i}fP ) stfp[to/'J.

By Lemma 2.4.1, the forgeuing functor 'Fto/': 4JP[iY..oP1 ) sflP has a

left adjoint. Therefore, since the diagram
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has Left and right adjoint functors. In particu-

A[ f} jOP __(!_~) :tfP [fY'0p j

Ft}OP~ /'FiY'

is commutative, the funetar Ff}op has a left adjoint funetor. whieh means that

the funetor Ff} has a right adjaint funetor.•

2.5. The functor Jf}. Consider the natural embedding

Jf}'" il ---1 A[iJj

whieh assigns to every M E Ohil the pair (M,O) E OhA['Ö] and aets identical1y

on morphisms.

Clearly the funetar J'Ö is fully faithful.

2.5.1. Lemma. The functor Jf}

Lar, the functor Jfj is exact.

Proof 1) Denate by v" the morphism adjoint to v:

v" = 'ÖAv 0'V ." M ----) fY'M.

Let AJiJ be the map which sends any objeet (M, v) of the category A[iJ]

into Kerfv") and any morphism f" (M, v) ~ (M', v') into the unique morphism

Alt! : Kerfv") ---7 Kerfv'A) such that the diagram

is commutative.

Alt!
Ker( VA) ----) Ke r(v'A)

K(V") 1 f 1K(V''')

M ~ M'

(1)

Evidently, Alf} oJiJ ~ Id:l1'

For any (M,v) E OhA[iJ]. K(V) is a morphism from (Ker(v),O) to (M,v);

and the map K: (M, v) ~ K(v) is a funetor morphism

JfJoAJfJ ----) Id:i1(iJ)"

It is easy to verify that (K,idA) are adjunction morphisms.

2) Dually. the funetor Jf}1\ whieh sends an objeet (M. v) of the category

A['Ö] into Coker(v) and a marphism from (M,v) to (M',v') inta the carres-

ponding marphism from Coker(v) to Coker(v') , is left adjoint to the funetor

Jf}' •

13



2.6. Proposition. 1) If A is a Grothendieck category, then A[iJ] is a Gro·

thendieck category for any Gllto-eqllivalence iJ.

2) If A IS a Grothendieck category 0/ finite type, then the category

A[iJ] is also of finite type.

Proof I) The implieations

A is abelian ~ A[ß] is abelian

A satisfies the property AR5 ~ so does A[t}J

F "'M'f)then

are straightforward.

If V is a generator of the eategory .4, then, sinee the funetor F 'Ö'" is

left adjoint to the forgeuing funetor, F f}"'(V) is a generator of the eategory

Afi)].

2.1) If M' is an object of finite type of the category A,

is of finite type.

In fact, let n be a direeted subset of subobjeets of FiJ"'M' such that

sup n = FiJ"'M'. Since the functor F'Ö is eompatible with colimits (as any func-

tor which has a right adjoint). the last equality means that

Slip{Ff)N I N E n} = Ff)oF1J"'M'.

Since the subobject

y(M'): M'-----::, Ff)Ff)"'M'

is of finite type, it is 'contained' in

F f)iN' F1}N -----::, Ff}Ff)"'M'

for a eertain subobject iN' N -----::, F1}"'M' from n. Thanks to the universal

property of the funetor Ff)"" the arrow iN is an isomorphism.

2.2) Now let (M,v) E ObA[fJ}. By hypothesis, M is the supremum of a di

rected subset 0={iV ' V ---? M} of its subobjects of finite type. Consider the

directed diagram of morphisms A0:=(A,(M)oFf)"'i V : F f)"'V -----::, M : iV E 0} (here

A(M) is the adjunction morphism F1}"'oFf}M -----::, M). Since the funetor Ff}'" is

eompatible with colimits. the canonical morphism

colim{F1}"'V : iV E 0} -----::, F f)"'M

is an epimorphism. Sinee the adjunetion arrow "Ai,M) is also an epimorphism. the

canonical morphism colimA0 ---? ( M. v) is an epimorphism. This rneans that M

IS a supremum of the family of the images of morphisms

N,M)oF1}"'iV' F1}"'V ) M.

Since, according to the heading 2) of the proof, the objeets FiJ"'V are of

finite type, their images are also of finite type.•

14



3. THE SKEW LAURENT CATEGORY.

as the full subcategory of theDefine the skew Laurent category,

category A['Ö] generated by all objects

phism.

!I1['ß]/A,

(M,u) such that u is an isomor-

3.1. Example. Let e be an automorphism of an associative nng R and 'Ö the

induced by e auto-equivalence of the category R-mod (cf. Example 2.1). The

corresponding to this data skew Laurent category is naturally equivalent to the

category of left modules over the ring R[x,x-';8] of skew Laurent polynomials.

Recall that R[x,x-
I
;8j = L xnR as a right R-module, with the multiplication

n E Z
determined by

rx = xe(r) for all r E R

(cf. Example 2.1).•

3.2. Lemma. The skew Laurent eategory

eategory A[ij]/(Ji}A)-.

A[i}]/A is equivalent to the quotient

A{i}j/A such that Qs is In-

thick, hath Ker(s) and

A[i}]/A which is zero. The-

IS

Prao! It is clear that the right adjoint to the localization

Q: A[i}] ) A[i}]/(JijA)-

functor takes values in the subcategory Ali}]/A.

On the other hand, if S IS an arrow from

vertible, then. since the subcategory A{ij]/A

Cok(s), belong to the intersection of (Ji}A)- and

refore S is an isomorphism. •

3.3. Proposition. The forget/tll functor
• n

the Junetor i} = ( €I' i), t), where
n E Z

---30) A is right adjoint to

far every positive integer n,

and

t: ß( EB i}n) --~ EB i}n

n EIn E Z
is defined by the arrows

n
---7) t}, n E Z.

sueh that t is the identieal morphism if n 2: I, and t = (Ji}n, where (J isn n
the adjunction isomorphism t}ot}A----.7 ld, if n:S;; O.

Prao! is left to the reader.•
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4. APART OF THE SPECTRUM: OF A SKEW POLYNOMIAL CATEGORY.

What we really are gOlng to study IS a part. of the spectrurn of the forget-

ting funetar 1j A[f}j --~) A, (M,Ll) 11--~) M, Ir ) I (cf. 1.9).

4.1. Tbe case of local 'base' category. Suppose that the category

with a quasi-final object P.

IS Ioeal

4.1.1. Lemma. Let (M,u) be an object 01 SpecsIJ[f}j such that <P> E Ass(M).'

Then Supp(M) = {<P>}.

Proo! We can assume that there is a monoarrow i: P ~ M. Take the

adjoint to morphism "i: "Ff}(P} ~ (M,U). Sinee (M,u) is an object of

the spectrum, the image of "i is equivalent to (M, u). This implies that

Supp(M) ~ Supp( ffiOf}n(p)) = U Supp(f}n(p)) = {<P>}. •
n2 >0n_

Consider the full subcategory A«P» of A generated by all objects M'

such that Supp(M') = {<P>}. Sinee {<p>} is a clased subset, A«P» is a

Serre subcategory of A. Thanks to the f}-stability of <P>, the subcategory

s4«P» is f}-stable. Therefore we can (and will) replaee the loeal eategory A

by its Serre subcategory A«P»; l.e. we assume that SpecA = {<P>}.

Suppose now that the eategory A has simple objects (or, equivalently,

objects of finite type). Then we ean assume that the quasi-final object P is

simple. Clearly the objeet M, being equivalent to the image of

"i: ~Of}n(p) ) M,n_

is sernisimple (sinee the image of the semisimple object n~Of}n(p) is serruslmp

Ie). Therefore we can replaee the eategory il by its full (obviously, f}-stable)

subeategory of semisimple objeets.

4.2. Proposition. Let A be a selnisimple prime category; and let f} be an au-

to·equivalence 01 A. Then tlzere exist a skew jield D and an automorphism f}"

0/ D such that the category A[f}] is equivalent to the category D[x, f}"j·mod

0/ left D[x, f}"j-modules.

Proof Fix a simple objeet W of the eategory A. According to Lerruna

1.3.1 the funetor A(W,): X ~ A(W,X) is an equivalence of the category A

and the category fl-mod of left modules over the skew field 0 = A(W, W). The

funetar f} determines an auto-equivalenee f}' af the category O-mod. Since
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o is a skew field. any auto~equivalence of the category

by an automorphism of the skew field D..

IS determined

CalI an abelian category 'B prime if Spec'B eontains a generator of 'B.

4.3. Proposition. Let

to-equivalence 0/ A.

SpecA{'Ö] which is

simple object.

A be a semisimple pnme category; and let 'Ö be an au-

Tlzen the category A['Ö] is prime; and every object from

not a generator 0/ the category A['Ö] is equivalent to a

Proo! 1) Aeeording to Proposition 4.2, the category A{'Ö} is equivalent

to the category D[x, i}"]~mod for some automorphism i}" of the skew field O.

The ring D[x, i}"] IS euclidean. In particular, it is a principal (Jeft and

right) ideal domain. Clearly the zero ideal of the ring O[x, iJ"} is completely

prime; in particular, it belongs to the left (and right) spectrum of O[x, iJ"}.

Therefore the category fJ.[x, i}"J-mod is prime (cf. Example 1.3.0).

2) By [R3, Proposition 10.1.1], if R IS a left and right principal ideal

domain, then every nonzero ideal from Spec~ is equivalent to a maximal left

ideal; and every maximal left ideal is of the form Rg, where g is an irredu-

cible element of the ring R.•

4.4. Points of SpecA[iJ] over it-stable elements of SpecA. Let (M,u) be an

object of SpecA[i}} such that there is a monoarrow P ~ M for same P E

Specs4 such that p::= i}(P).

Tbe SeITe subcategary <P> is invariant with respeet to ß. Tbis implies

that the funetar 'Ö induees an auto-equivalenee i}' of the quotient category

s41<P> such that the diagram

-----~) sIJ

AI<P>
'Ö'

-------+) tAI<P>

(where Q = Q<p> is the lacatization at <P» is cammutative. Clearly the fun-

etar 'Ö' is detennined uniqely up to isomorphism.

Evidently. the localization Q: A~ tAI<p> detennines a funetar

Q' : A{i}J~ N<P>{i}'J

which also is a localization. This implies that (M',u'):= Q'(M.u), being noo-

zero, belongs to SpeciJ/<P>[i}' ].
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Since the object (M,u), being from SpecA[iJ}, is defined uniquely up to

equivalence by its localization, (M',u'), and the category s41<P> is loeal,

the problem is reduced to the case of studied in 4.1.

4.5. From SpecA[i}} to

Specil with the part of

that v = O.

SpecsIJ[iJ}/stL The functor JiJ: s4 ---) A[{}} identifies

SpecsIJ[fJ} which consists of all (M, v) E SpecA[fJ} such

4.5.1. Lemma. Let (M,v) E SpecA[iJ}, arui v:;:. O. Then v is a monomorphism.

Proo! Note that

v is a monoarrow if and onLy if v" is a monoarrow.

Suppose that Ker(v"):;:. {Ol. Since the object (M, v) belongs to

SpecA[i}], (Ker(v),O) is equivalent to (M, v); l.e. (M, v) is a subquotient

of the direct surn (n)(Ker(v"),0) of neopies of (Ker(v), 0). But this rneans

that v equals to zero.•

4.5.2. Example. Consider the subeategory Ds4ri}} of skew double points of the

category A[i}} (cf. 2.3). Clearly rJA[iJ} contains the image of the ernbedding

Ji} : A -----7 Arf)}, M~ (M,O).

On the other hand, sinee the subcategory DAriJ} is topologizing,

SpecDA[fJ} = SpecA[fJ} n ObDArfJ}.

Evidently, for any (M,u) E ObDsd[fJ}, the arrow u cannot be monomorphie.

Henee, by Lemma 4.5.1, Specsd[fJ} n ObDiJ[iJ} eonsists of all (P,O), where P E

SpecA; 1.e. SpecDAri}] coineides with the image of SpecA in SpecA[i}}. •

Thus, SpecA[fJ} = V(s4) U U(A), where

V(sd) = {<P,O> I P E SpecA} ~ SpecA,

is the defined by the embedding Jf) Zariski closed subset, and

D(A) = {«M,u» I (M,u) E SpecA[fJ}, u is a monoarrow}

is the complement to V(A) Zariski open subset.

The localization funetor Q: Ari}} ) sIJ{i}}/sIJ (cf. Lemma 3.2) defines an

embedding of the open set U(iJ) into the spectrum of the skew Laurent category

A[fJ}/A. Therefore a way to study U(il) is to investigate first the spectrurn of

the category A[i}}/A, whieh is of independent interest, and then try to single

out the image of U(A) in the spectrum of A{t}}/sd..

4.6. Skew Laurent category over a local category. Assume that the category A
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IS local. Let (M,u) E SpecA[flj/A be such that a quasi-final object P of A

IS a subobject of M. This implies, as in 4.1, that there is a nonzero morphism

Ai: E9 -{jn(p) ) M
n E I

(- the adjoint arrow to the monomorphism i: P~ M) such that the image of

"i is equivalent to M. In particular, since -{j(P) IS equivalent to P,

Supp(M) = {<P>}.

If the category i1 has simple objects, then the object M is semisimple,

and it foIlows from Proposition 4.2 that the fuIl subcategory of semisimple ob

jects of the category A[ß]/t4 is equivalent to the category of left modules
-Iover the nng D[x,x ;Sj of skew Laurent polynomials with coefficients in a

skew field D.

4.7. Points of SpeciJ[11j/iJ over fl·stable elements of SpecA. Let <P> E SpecA

be a 11-stable element; and let (M,u) be an object of SpecA['Öj/A such that

<P> E Ass(M). The defined in 4.4 localization

Q': A[-{j]~ AI'<P>['Ö'j,

where 'Ö' IS the induced by f} auto-equivalence of the category A,<P> (cf.

4.4), induces the localization Q": A[ß}/A ) A<P>['Ö'jIA<P>.

Since the category A<P> is local, and the object (M, u) is determined

(up to equivalence) by its image, Q"(M,u), in A<P>[f}'j/A,<P> , one can use the

the result of 4.6 to obtain ·the description of the equivalence class of (M,u).

One of the consequences of these facts is the following

4.7.1. Proposition. The canonical embedding

bijection of the subset («M,u» I Ass(M)

the similar subset of SpecA[ßj/iJ.

D(A) ~ SpecA['ÖjIA induces the

contains a 'Ö-stable element} onto

Now, instead of gOlng on with the study of the remalnlng part of

Specs4[fj j/A, we shall swi tch to the hyperbolic categories. The reason for this

sudden abandon is that any skew Laurent category is equivalent to a hyperbolic

category of a special type. Hence we shall safe same effon by investigating

first the spectral picture of hyperbolic categories (which IS, anyway, our first

priority) and then applying it to the skew Laurent categories.
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5. THE HYPERBOLIC CATEGORIES.

Let e be an auto-equivalence of an additive category .1; and let ~ be

an endomorphism of the identical functor of iJ.

Denote by Ala,~} the category objects of which are tripies ("(,M,ll),

where M E ObA and "(: M ----4 S(M), Tl: S(M)~ M are arrows such that

11°1' = ~(M) and 1'oll = ~S(M).

Morphisms from ('Y,M, Tl) to (y,M',ll') are those morphisms / from M

to M' for which the diagram

M _--:.1'_-)0) S(M) _Tl..:.....---+) M

f1 16{f} 1f
i TI'

M'-~~) S(M')-~"~)M'

is commutative.

The category iJIS,~} will be called hyperbolic.

5.1. Example. Let

a central element,

1.5); i.e. R{ß,~'}

ject to the relations:

R be an associative ring, 11 an automorphism of R, ~' E R

and RI11,~'} the related to this data hyperbolic nng (cf.

is generated by R and by two elements, x and y, sub-

in the definition 0/ the category

AI8,~} is equivalent to the cate-

xr = 11(r)x, ry = yi)(r) for all r E R;

xy = ~', yx = 11-I(~').

The category Rli},~'}-mod is hyperbolic.

Namely, Rli},~'}-mod is equivalent to the category AIS.~}, where A =

R-mod, S is an auto-equivalence of the category A induced by the automor-

phism 11 (cf. 2.1), ~ is the endomorphism of the identical functor, Idsd'

which assigns to every R-module M the action of the element ~' on M; l.e.

~(w) := ~'·w for each W E lvl.•

5.2. Lemma. Suppose that (he endomorphism ~

sIlIS.~) is an isomorphism. Then the category

gory A[8}/A 0/ skew Lauren! polynomials.

Proo! By definition, for every object (1',M,l1) in s418,~J, we have:

11°1' = ~(M), and 1'°11 = ~S(M) (1)

If ~ is an isomorphism, then, in particular, ~(M) and ~8(M) are iso-

morphisms which implies that both l' and 11 are isomorphisms. So, the claimed

equivalence AIS,~} ~ A[S]/A is given by
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(y,M,ll) I ) (y,M).

Clearly the quasI-Inverse to (2) functor assigns to an object

object (y,M,~(M)oy-I).•

(y,M)

(2)

the

any negative

has coun-

S- oS- ----)0) S- given by the arrows
°(as usual, S :=/(1).

And let '~ denote the morphism

5.3. Tbe monad associated with (S,~). Assurne that the category

table coproducts. Fix a quasI-Inverse to S functor, S"'; and, for

integer n, denote by Sn the functor S'"-n . Let S- denote the functor

E9 Sn; M I E9 en(M)
nEI nEl.

n, rn E Z,

where

if n and m are both nonnegative or both nonpositive;

for n:2: m ~ I, the arrows

'~ ; S",nSm ) S",n-m,'~ ; S"'men__--)o) en•m
-n,rn -m,n

are defined by the fol1owing recurrent fOffilulas:

'~ ='~ oSn.I(Aoe"'~e)e",m-l,
n,-rn n-I,-m+1

where

A: 808"'----7 Id and ",-"': Id ----7 &,08

are adjunction isomorphisms.

One can check that (S-, '~) is a monad with the unity

. identifies Id with the summand SO.

•e: Id ~ e which

is equivaLent to the categoryA{S,~}5.4. Proposition. The hyperbolic category

(S-, '~)-mod 0/ (S-, '~)-rnodules.

Proo! I) To every object (y,M,ll) of the category A{e,~} one can assign

a morphism v: e-M ----7 M given by the arrows

llO:= id: eO(M) = M ) M,

n-I n11 := 11° ... 08 11: S (M) ) M,n
and n-l n"y := """'{0 ... 08 "'y: e (M) -~) Mn

r
i
r
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that (M,v) IS an (S-, '~)-module; Le.

-~) M IS the adjoint to y morphism.

and the unity of the monad (S-, '~)

for n ~ I. Here tvy = tvy: aArM)
I

Clearly the composition of the action v

is the identical arrow: Yoe(M) = idM.

The condition 11 °Y = ~(M) implies

that vO '~(M) = voS-v.

In fact, the diagram

is commutative without any conditions on y and 11 if n and m are both

nonnegative or both nonpositive.

We have:

(a) vOo'~ (M):= A.(M)oSA~e(M): SAS(M) ) M,
-1,1

(h) if m ~ 2,

V o'~ (M):= 11o ... 08m-2110(Ao8"~8)8m-I(M)
m-I -I,m

m-I 1. J:. m-2v oSAV := 'f09"(110 ... oS 11) = J"l.oSA",8(M)09"S(11°···oS 11).
-I m

(c) Similarly,

vOo'~ (M) ='~ (M):= ~(M)oAA-I(M),
I, -I 1,-1

1. '1 -) 1. -) J:. 1.-)Y oay := 11 0 8Y'= 11oS(1\.08")') = 11 0 11.11. S08ßAy = J"I.'" 089"(11 0Y) = ,",(M)OJ"l.A (M)
1 -1

(we have used here the equality SA = /...",-I S);

y o'~ (M) = "(0 ... 08Am-2"(0(~oAA-I)ßAm.I(M),
I-rn I,-In

and
rn-I J:. '1 -I SS 8 m-2V 08v := 1108("(0 ... 09" "() = ,",OI\.A (M)o 11.(1'0 ... 0 11. "()

I -m

This implies that v ° 4~ = V oSny fOf" any n, m E 1.n+m n,m n rn

2) On the other hand. a (S-, 4~)-module, (M,v),

the arrows v : 9"(M) ----7 M and v: SeM) -------:, M.
-I 1

is uniquely defined by
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Denote by Y the adjoint to v morphism M ~ 81\(M) which IS uruque-
-I

Iy defined by the equality Y_
I
= IJ.M)08"'y. We have:

v 08"v ='~ (M):= IJ.M)0&'~8(M),
-I I -I, t

V_I 08"v 1= IJ.M)o 8"'yoS"Y 1= IJ.M) oS"(yoY I)'

Therefore, since IJ.M) is an isomorphism and S" is an equivalence (actu-

ally, we need only monomorphness of A and faithfulness of SI\), yov = ~e(M).
I

Similarly, it follows from the equalities

Y 08v =.~ (M):= ~(M)oAI\-I(M)
1 -I 1,-1

and

Therefore, since 1...1\-1 is an isomorphism, the equality

(v 0y)oAI\-I(M) = ~(M)oAI\-I(M)
1

implies that v 0y = ~(M).•
I

5.5. Corollary. The forgetting functor iJ
functor.

A{S,~J ------~) A has a leji adjoint

Proof The forgetting funetor

the funetor which assigns to an

(S-(V), '~(V)). •

(S-, '~)-mod

objeet V

-----t) A

In A

is right adjoint to

the (S-, '~)-module

5.6. The category A{S,~JOP. The category A{S,~JOp IS naturally isomorphie to

the category AOP{S0,~0}Op, where ~o is the image of ~ In AOP, S0:= 8,,°

the dual to 81\ auto-equivalence. The isomorphism in question assigns to an ob-

ject (y,M,Tl)° of the category A{8.~}Op the object ('1'°,Mo,Tll\o) of the ca-

tegory JJP[8°,~ o} and acts in an obvious way on morphisms.

5.7. The adjoint hyperbolic category. We name this way the category A{8",~I\},

where ~I\ = cr081\~80cr-', (j is the adjunetion isomorphism fY"e ~ Id. It is

easy to check that the mup that assigns to the tripie (y,M,Tl) E ObA{8,~J the

tripie (Tl",M,'1') , where 11":= SAr}ocr-I(M) and '1':= cr(M)of)Ay, is an equiva-

lence of categories, 'P: iJ{a,~} ) A{fY',~I\}.

5.8. An analog of Verma modules. Fix an autoequivalence 'Ö of an abelian cate-

gory A and an element ~ of ~(A):= End(ldA)'
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Let A~ denote the full subcategory of :4 generated by all objects V of

A such that ~(V) = O. It is clear that A~ is a topologizing subcategory.

Set

S+ : = ffi Si : A ) A;
i~O

and let g+ be the functor morphism S+~ SoS+ which is defined by morphisms

J:Si i i·1g+i= ~ : S -----7 SoS for i ~ 1, and g+o= 0: Id~ e.
And let h+ denote the functor morphism eoS+~ S+ defined by

a ;-1 i
h+i= id: oS -----7 S for ; ~ I.

5.8.1. Lemma. The funetion that assigns to eaeh V E Obil~ the tripie

(g+(V),e+(V),h+(V)) and to eaeh arrow f' V~ V" from HomA.~ the arrow

is a funetor from A~ to A/S,~}.

Praa! In fact,

h J:Si J:S(e;-') if . >g+t +i = ~ = ~ I - t,

Thus, g+ oh+ = ~ee+' and h+ og+ = ~S+(V) if ~(V) = 0 which shows that

(g+(V),8+(V),h+(V)) E ObA{S,~} for every V E A~. •

tor.

We denote the functor A~ --7 iJle,~} by ß and call it the Venna June·

If P E ObA~ n SpeeA. then the object D(P) will be called the Venna ob-

jeet wirh the highest weight P.

5.9. About the subcategory A~. Let J~ denote the inclusion functor

A~ --7 A.

5.9.1. Proposition. The embedding J~ has right and left adjoint funetors.

Proo! For each object M of the category iJ, denote by Ker'EiM) and by

Cok~(M) respectively the kernel and the cokernel of the morphism ~(M). Tbe

maps Ker~ and Cok~ are extended uniquely to functors A. -----7 A. and both

take values in the subcategory A~. Denote the corestrictions of Ker~ and
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Cok~ on A~ by ~ and ~ respectively. It is easy to see that ~ is the

right and C~ is the left adjoint functor to the embedding ~: A~ ~ A.•

5.9.2. Corollary. The Juli embedding ~: A~ ~ A is an exact Junctor. In

particular, it sends SpeCiJ~ into Spec:iJ.

The last assertion means that

SpeciJ n A~ = SpecA~ = V(iJ~):= {<P> I P E ObA~}.

5.9.3. Lemma. /f V E SpeciJ., then either V E A~. or ~(V) is a monomorphism.

Prao! If Ker~(M)

KerEiM) is equivalent to

subcategory A~..

1S nonzero, then, since M

M. This implies immediately that

1S from the spectrum,

M is also in the

defines a funetor

5.10. The sub~tegories A~.n. Fix a nonzero integer n, and denate by A~n

the full subcategory of the category s4 such that Ob,a~n eansists of all V E

ObA f~r which ~(V) = 0 and ~en(V) = O. Denote by J~n the natural embed-

ding A~n~ A~.

5.10.1. Lemma. The Junctor J~n hqs both right and left adjoint functors.

Proo! For every V E ObA~, set K~.n(V):= e-n
Ke~en(V).

-
Clearly K~ (V) E ObA';. , and the map V~ Kt- (V)

~,n ~n ~n

K~ : At-~ At-
~,1l ~ ~n

which is right adjoint to the embedding J~n'

Similarly, the map V~ CJ=. (V) = e-nCok~en(V) defines a funetor,
~,n

Ct- : At- -----t At;:. ,
~n ~ ~,n

which is left adjoint to the embedding J'f;n' •

5.10.2. Corollary. a) The embedding Jt- :. At- ) At;:. is an exact functor.
~.1l ~n ~

b) Specs4~n = SpeCiJ~,n n A~ = Specs4~,n n SpecA.

r

5.10.3. The functors "lJ't- .
~,11

Let e .-l,n
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morphism S ~ SOS which is defined by the arrows
I,n I,n

g 0= 0: Id~ Sn.
n,

And let h be the funetor morphism Soe~ e defined byn n n

h .= id: eoei-I~ Si for n-I ~ i ~ I,
n,l

5.10.4. Lemma. The function which assigns to each V E Obs4~n the tripie

(gn(V),en(V),hn(V)) and to each arrow f' V~ V from HomA~n the arrow

is a functor, 'f' = 'f'j: , from At. to :iJfe,~}.n ~,n ~n

Proo! We have:
h .0g .= ~Si for 1 ~ i ~ n-I,

n,l n,l

h og = O·n,n-I n,O '
. .

g .oh .= ~e'= ~ee'-I for I ~ i ~ n·l,
n,l n,l

g Ooh = O.n, n,n

This implies that, if S(V) = 0 and ~en(V) = 0, then

hn(V)ogn(V) = ~en(V), and gn(V)ohn(V) = ~een(V);

i.e. (g (V),e (V),h (V)) E Ob:iJfe,~) for every V E ObA't-n. •
n n n ~

being of finite type are straightfor-V

5.10.4. siJ·finite objects in s4fe,~} and the functors 'f';;n. We shall say that

an object (y,M, l1) of the category safe. s} is of :4-finite type if the object

M is of finite type.

Clearly if V IS an object of finite type in sd, then the object 'f'~,n(V)

is of A-finite type.

Thus, the objects 'f'j: (V) with
~.n

ward analogs of finite dimensional representations.

5.11. Tbe degenerate part of a hyperbolic category. Consider now the category
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A~ land the functors

By definition, Ob.iJ~,1 consists of all objects V of tbe category A

such that ~(V) = ° and ~e(V) = O. The functor \f'~J assigns to every object

V of AJ: the tripie (0, V, 0) which happens to be an object of the hyperbo-
':1,1

lic category Are,~}, and to every morphism f' V~ W the morphism

f' (0, V,O) ) (0, W,O).

6. THE SPECTRUM OF A HVPERBOLIC CATEGORY.

A byperbolic category si1le,~}, as any category modules over a monad, is

defined, uniquely up to equivalence, by the forgetting functor

ij: iJle,~} ~ A, (y,M.ll) I ) M.

Tbe object of this section is to get a description of the spectrurn of tbe

functor ij.

For most of the assertions of this section, it is required frorn the abelian

category A to bave a countable version of the property (Ab5):

(Ab5ro) Tbe category A has countable q>products and, for any countable fa-

mily n of subobjects of tbe object X, and for any monoarrow Y~ X, the

canonical arrow sup (M n Y) ) sup(Q) n Y is an isomorphism.
MeQ

6.1. Theorem. Let P E SpeeiJ.

1) If ~(P) = 0, ~en(p) = 0. but ~ei(p) ~ ° for Jg<n. then the ob-

jeet \f'J: (P) belongs to SpeeAle,~}.
':I,n

In the following assertions. A has the properry (Ab5ro).

2) If ~(P) = 0. but ~ei(p) 'P- ° for i ~ I. then E(P) E Spees4re.~}.

3) If ~e(p) =° and ~ei(p) 'P- 0 for i::; 0. then IY'(P) E SpecA{e.~}.

Proof 1) Let, under the conditions of 1), t: (y,M.ll) ~ \f'~n(P) be an

arbitrary nonzero monomorphism. To prove the assertion, we need to show the exi-

stence of a diagram (l)(y,M.ll) ( < ~ ---Y> \fJ~,n(P) in the cate~ory A{e.~}.

Suppose that Im(t} is a subobject of \f'J: (P}.:= Ee el(P), but is not a..,.n I 05,j ::;i
subobject of 'P~ (P). , i:::; n. This means that

.."n I-I

i+1 i ,O"i+1"( := "('0 fY'y" 0... 08 y": {T - (M)~ M

is zero, and
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IS a nonzero morphism. (Here 1': SA(M) ~ M denotes the adjoint to y mor

phisrn.) Therefore the canonical monoarrow Im(to"('i) ~ 'P~.n(P) is factori

zed by P~ 'P): (P); i.e. tinduces a monoarrow
~.n '

I
tO: MO:= Im(to1') ) P.

Since to IS a nonzero subobject of P, and P ESpecA, there exists a

diagram

< 'P): (N)
~.n

(l)MO( < N )} P

for some finite l. Since P E ObiJ~n' the object MO'

P, also belongs to the subcategory A~n' This implies that

In s4~n' So, we can apply to (1) the exact functor 'P~n'

Note now that, since 'P): (l~): 'P): (M ~l ) 'P): (P)
~,n (Y ~,n U' ~,n

follows from the commutative diagram

that the canonical arrow 'P~,n(MoJ ---+) M is a monomorphism.

Thus, we have come to the diagrarn

(l)(y,M:n) ( < (l)'P~,n(MoJ (

(1)

being a subobject of

( 1) is the diagram

is a monoarrow, it

which proves the assertion.

2) Let, under the conditions of 2), t: (y,M,11) --4 ß~(P) be an arbitrary

nonzero monomorphism.

There exist a nonzero monoarrow U: L~M and n~1 such that Im(tou)

is a subobject of ß):(P}:= Ef1 eJ(P},
~ n IV'<v:::::) ::::n

In fact, let M denote the pullback ofn

M __t ----+) Ef1 Si(P) f---(-- Ef1 Si(P)
i~O 05: i~

(1)

and t the canonical monoarrown

By assumption on the category A, M i:- 0 for same n ~ O. Clearly tbis
n

n can be chosen In such a way that t is not a subobject of B(P) . This
n n·1

that MO: =
n n is subobject of P (cf. themeans Im(g A o8A (loU)) a nonzero argu·

+
ment in I)).

The rest of the proof of 2) is the repetition of the corresponding part
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Since ~en(V)) = o.
en-v(W), we obtain that

~ei(W) ~ 0 if 0:5 i :5

the argument in 1).

3) The assertion 3) is equivalent to the assertion 2) for the adjoint cate

gory A{e/,,,~I\J (cf. 7).•

All the listed in Theorem 6.1 objects are not equivalent one to another (at

least, under some mild conditions). Explicitly, there is the following 'unique

ness' theorem:

6.2. Theorem (a) Let V and W be objects /rom SpecA such that

~(V) = 0, ~e'(V) ~ 0 for I:S; i S; n-I, and ~en(V) = 0;
and

~(W) = 0, ~ei(W) ~ 0 for (S; i :5 m-I, and ~em(V) = o.
Then

(i) the relation \{l~ (V)- \{lF (W) implies that
,,?,n 3m

n 2: m and e (V) )- W for some 0 S; s S; n-I,'

(U) 'I'~ (V) ~ 'I'~ (W) if and only if V ~ W.
~n ~,m

(b) Let V E SpecA and W E ObA be such thnt ~(V)=O, ~en(V)=O, ~(W)=O.

and ~ei(W)~ for all i 2:: 1. Then it cannot be that 'I'~n(V)- ß(W).

(c) Let objects V, W E SpecA hnve the property:

~(V) = 0, ~(W) = 0; and ~ei(V)~, ~ei(W);f{) for all positive i.

And suppose that the relation V)- en(V) implies that V is equivalent to

en(V). Then ß(V) ~ ß(W) if and only if V ~ w.
(d) Let V E ObA and W E Spec:A. be such that ~(V) = 0, ~e(W) = 0 and

~ei(W) ~ 0 for all i:5 O. Then the relation ß(V)- E"(W) does not hold.

Proof (a) Let objects V and W satisfy the assumptions of (a).

(i) Suppose that 'f'~ (V) )- 'f'~ (W); i.e. there exists the diagram
~n ~,m

i e
(l)'f'~n(V) ( < (y,M,ll) » 'f'~m(W),

Note that, since <W> E Supp(i5o'P~n(V)), where tl is the forgetting func-

tor A{e.~) ~ A, and

Supp(ijo'f'~ (V)) = Suppe EB eV(v)) = u Supp(SV(V))
~,n 05:v<n OSv<n

<W> E Supp(ev(V)) for some v, 0:5 v :5 n·l. This implies that

<en-v(W» E Supp(en(V)). (2)

and the inclusion (2) means exactly that en(V)-

~en-v(W) = 0 which. together with the condition

ln-I. provides the inequality: m:5 n·v. In particu '
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m ~ n.

<W> E

V and

l.e.

i.e.

Then, obvious-

W of s4 satisfy the conditions of the assertion

~(W) = 0, and W *" O.

on 'P~,n(V), an(lJo'P~n(V)) --4) 1Jo'P~n(V),

IS zero. Clearly this property is inherited by any object IM such that 'P~n(V)

>- (M. Since, the action of an on 1J 0 -'3(W) is not zero, this implies that it

cannot be that 'P~ (V) >- -'3(W).
"",,n

(c) Consider now the case, when the objects V, W ~ SpecA have the proper-

ty: ~(V) = 0, ~(W) = 0; and both ~ai(V) and ~al(W) are nonzero for any

positive i.

The relations !\(V) >- '3(W) >- ß(V) imply that en(V) >- W and am(W) >- V

for some m ~ 0 and n ~ O. Thus, V >- a~v(V), where v = m + n. By conditi-

on, V is equivalent to e-V(V), or, which is the same, V::: ev(V). Since

~(V) = 0, the relation V::: ev(V) imply that ~ev(V) = O. But, by hypothesis,

~ei(v) *' 0 for every i ~ 1. Therefore v = 0 which means that m = n = 0;

i.e. V::: W.

(d) Let objects V and W satisfy the assumptions of the assertion (d).

The relation !B(V) >- B"(W) implies that en(V) >- W for some n ~ 0, or,

equivalently, V >- e~n(W). It follows from the last relation and the equality

~(V) = 0 that ~e-n(W) = 0 which contradicts to the assumption that ~ai(W) *"
o for all i S; O. •

(U) Suppose now that \f'~ (V) is equivalent to \f'~ (W).
"",,n ...,.m

ly, m = n which implies, in the preceeding argument, that v = 0;

Supp(V). By symmetry, <V> E Supp(W). Thus, we have: V >- W >- V;

W are equivalent.

(b) Let objects V and

(h); i.e. ~(V) = 0, ~an(V) = 0,

Note that the action of an
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6.3. Theorem. Let (y, M, 11) E Specs4{S,~J; and suppose that there exists <P> E

Ass(M) such that ~Sn(p) = 0 for some n E Z anti the relation P >- SV(P) im~

plies that V = O. Then (y, M, 11) is equivalent to one of the objects 0/ Theo

rem 6.1.

IS

(1)

(2)

which

anti

to

u *' 0, then lm(u) is equivalent to M which implies that
- . i

Supp(M) = Supp(/m(o)) ~ U Supp(8 (P)).
i~-I

Since <P> E Supp(M), (1) implies that S'(p) >- P for some i ~ -I

contradicts to the assumption af the theorem we are proving.

Thus, the morphism TJ" induces a morphism

u+: (g+(P),S+(P),h+(P)) -----+) ("(,M,Tl).

(b) Suppose that ~Sm(P) = 0 for same m ~ I. Then

t : E9 ai(p) -----.7) S+(P)
m i;;:::m

is a subobject of (g+(P),S+(P),h+(P)).

The composition um: .~ Si(p) -~) S+(P) 0/ tm and 0+ is zero.
lc.m

If 0 *' 0, then Im(u):::;: M which irnplies (as In (a)) that <P> belongs
m . .In

U Supp(e'(p)); l.e. e'(p) >- P for some i ~ 1 which, again, contradicts
l~

to the assumption.

Thus, Um = 0 which means that the morphism 0+ induces a morphism

Proo! Let u: P~ M be a monoarrow the existence of which is assumed,
e

and let TJ": (g(P),S (P),h(P)) ) (y,M,11) be the adjoint to u morphism.

1) Consider the case when n = 0; i.e. ~(P) = O.

The equality ~(P)=O implies that S (P):= E9 Si(p) is a submodule of the
i~ - 1

(Se, '~)-module (Se(p), '~(P)) (cf. 5.3); or, equivalently, the natural embed-

ding t_: SJP)~ Se(p) is a subobject of (g(p),Se(p),h(P)).

(a) The composition, 0_: (g_,SJP),h) ) ("(, M, Tl) 0/ t

equal to zero.

In fact, if

U : \fIJ::. (P) --}) (y,M,Tl).
I,m ~,m

If m here is a minimal positive integer such that

'P~m(P) E SpecA{8,~J.

Note now that 0 is a monomorphism.
I,m

Indeed, if K:= Ker(u ) is nonzero, then, accordingt,m
orem 6.1, K n P is nonzero. So. in the commutative diagram

~em = 0, then

to the proof of The-
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·,
1K n P ----~)p

" 0

1
~M

// 0

K k_~) 'fI'f;m(P) I,m

) (y,M,Tl) implies that 'f''f;m(P)

ooi', being a composition of nonzero monomorphisms, is nonzero. On the other

hand ooi'= 0 okoi = Ooi = O., I,m
The monomorphness of 0 : 'fIJ: (P)

Lm ~,m

such that

If ~Si(p} i; 0 for

is equivalent to 13JSn(p)).

If ~em(p) = 0 for some (necessarily negative) m

for m < i < n, then Ker(o ) coincides with the subobject
-, 11

== (y,M. Tl).

(c) Suppose now that ~em(p) i; 0 for all m ~ I. Then, by Theorem 6.1,

the Verma object 13(P) = (g+(p),e+(p),h+(P)) is in SpecA{e,~}. Moreover, the

canonical arrow (2) is a monomorphism, because, if the kerne!, K, of 0 + IS

nonzero, then K n p i; 0 (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.1) which leads to a cont

radiction (cf. the part (b) of this proof).

2) Suppose now that ~Sn(P) = 0 for some n ~ I, and ~ei is nonzero for

o :s; i :s; n-l. Then El1 em(p) is a subobject of (g(p),Se(p},h(P}), and the
m ~ n

same argument as above shows that this subobject is annihilated by the canonical

morprusm 0": (g(p}.Se(p),h(P}) ) (y,M,Tl); i.e. 0" induces a morphism

o : 13 (en(P)) ) (y,M.,,).
-,n -

all < n, then 0 is a monoarrow; hence (y,M,Tl)-,n

El1 eS(p) ---t) sJen(p))
s<m

which implies that (y,M.Tl) is equivalent 'fI~,fem(p)), where I = n - m.

The proof of these assertions follows the same pattern as the corresponding

parts of the argument above.•

Consider now the case, when ~en(P) i; 0 for all n E I.

6.4. Theorem. Let the category A have the property (Ab5ro). And let an object

p E SpecA be such that

(a) ~en(p) i; 0 tor alt n E l,'

(b) en(p} >- P only if 11 = O.

Then
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e i
I) S (P) = (g, G1 e (P),h) E Specs4{e,~J.

iE Z
2) For any object (y, M, ll) of the category :A/S,~J such that Ass(M} 3 P,

the canonical arrow Se(p) ) (y,M,11) is a monomorphism.

In particular, if (y,M,Tl) E Specs4(S,~}, and P E Ass(M), then (y,M,Tl)

is equivalent to ee (P).

If (y, M, Tl) E Obsl1(S,~}, P E Ass(M), and the image 01 the canonical arrow

Se(p) ) (y,M,ll) is equivalent to (r, M, Tl), then Se(p) is equivalent to

(y,M,l1)·

Proof I) Fix a nonzero monoarrow t: (y,M, Tl) __~) Se(p).

(i) Tbere is a subobj.ect Jl: Ms ---7 M of M such tbat the image of toJl

is contained In E9 el
( P) for some s ~ O. but is not contained neither in

~i5s .
E9 Si(p), nor in ffi e'(p}.

I$; i 5s ()$; i <s

In fact, let M denote the pullback ofm,n
M __t~) EB Si(p) ~(__ E9 Si(p)

iE Z -m$; i $;n
(1)

and t tbe canonical monoarrow M ------+) E9 Si(p).
m,n m,n iE Z

m, n 2:for same'i:. 0has the property (AbSro), Mm,n
and n the minimal nonnegative numbers having tbis pro-m

neither in

Slnce ~en(p) '* 0 for all n, and en(p) is In SpecA for

every n E Z, all arrows ~Sn(P) are monomorphisms. The monomorphness of

~en(P), n E Z, implies that the action

Jl : Sm( E9 ei(p)) ) E9 Si(p)
m ie Z iE I

is a monomorphism for any m (this follows from the description of the action

in Section 3). Hence the composItion of Smt and the action Jl is a mono-m,n . m
morphism the image of which is 'contained' in E9 S'(p), but is not contained

. . ()$; i 'Ss
E9 el(p), nor in ffi Sl(p), where s = n + m.

l$;i5s (}5.i<s .
On the otber hand, this monomorphism is the composition of

Since the category

O. And we take as

perty.

Note that,

Smt ,.· SmM SmM--~) ,m,n

where t' is the canonical monoarrow, the action SmM ) M, and the mono-

morphism 1. This shows that the composition of amt' and the action

emM ) M
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EB ai(p) -~) aV(p), 0 ~ v ~ 5.

05:i'Ss

J.1: M
5

is a required monoarrow, J.1, from

(U) Take the minimal s

The claim is that s = O.

Suppose that, on the contrary,

composition of the arrow

and the projection

M := am(M ) to M.
5 m,n
satisfying the conditions of the assertion (i).

5 2: I. Denote by M(v) the kernel of the

----?) EB ai(p)
05:i'Ss

Note that. thanks to the minimality of 5, both M(s) and M(O) are zero

objects; i.e. Ms is a subobject of aS(p) and of P. Since P and aS(p)

belong to SpecA, this means that M is equivalent to P and to aS(p). Buts
this cannot happen, since, by hypothesis, P IS not equivalent to aS(p).

Thus, the assumption s 2: I leads to the contradiction; l.e. s = 0, or,

In other words,

is the composition of

a monoarrow v: M~ P und the natural morphism P ---+) ffi ai(p).
S ie Z

(iU) So, we have the commutative diagram

In which t is a monomorphism by assumption, a·v is a monoarrow because v

is a monoarrow, and the funetor S· is left (and right) exaeL Therefore the

canonical morphism Se(MI ~ (y,M;I1) is also a monoarrow.

Since P ESpecA, and v: M --) P is a nonzero monoarrow, M is equl-s s
valent to P (with respeet to >-). The funetor Se, being exact, respeets this

equivalence: ae(M) = Se(P). Sinee Se(MI is a subobjeet of (y,M, Tl), and

(y,M;I1) is a subobject of Se(p), we have:
e e e

S (P) >- (y,M,ll) >- S (MI >- S (P)

which shows that Se(p) E Specs4{S,~J.

2) Let ("(,M,ll) be an object of the eategory s4{e,~J, and let

0: P~M
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be a monoarrow, where P e SpeciJ.

Suppose that the kernel (g,K,h) of the morphism

Se(p) ) (y,M,n)

induced by the monoarrow P --7 M is nonzero.

of) the heading I), there is a nonzero monomorphism

composition of cr with the canonical monomorphism

zero subobject of 0: P

and the canonical morphism

Then, according to (the proof

cr: W --7 K such that the

k: K ~ EB ai(p) is a non
ie I

This means that the composition of k ocr

p: EB Si(P) ) (y,M,,,)
iel

is nonzero. But, tbis cannot happen, since pok = 0.

So, we have come to the contradiction with the assumption that p has a

nonzero kerne!. •

6.5. The degenerate part of a hyperbolic category. Consider the full subcatego-

ry, A{S,;jOj, of the category A{a,~} generated by all objects (y, M, Tl) such

that 11 0 y = 0, Of, equivalently, ~(M) = 0. Clearly the subcategory A{S,~IO},

being apreimage of a thick (even closed) subcategory A~ (cf. Proposition

5.9.1 and Corollary 5.9.2) under an exact (- forgetting) funetor, is thiek. In

particular, SpecA{S,~IOj = SpecA{S,~j n ObA(S,~ IOj.

We have a cartesian square of exact fully fai thfuI functors:

s4 ----4) sillS]

1 1 ( 1)

A[S"'] ) ArS, ~ IO}

where A[G"] f---- A ---) A[SJ are natural embeddings:

VI ) (V,O), fl ) f;

A[SJ ---) A(8,~ I0j is the embedding
U(M,S(M) ---) M) I ) (O,M,u), fl ) f;

A[S"] ---) ArS,~ IO} assigns to an object (M, &'(M) ~ M) the object

(v",M,O) of the category A{8,~ IO} and, again. acts identically on morphisms.

To the cartesian square of functofs (1), there corresponds a cartesian square of

the embeddings:
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1
SpecA ---..-+) SpecA[8j

1
SpecA[8"j --4) SpecA{8. ~ IO}

(2)

6.5.1. Lemma. Let

Lent:

(y,M.ll) E SpecA(8.~}. The following properties are equiva·

(a) ~(M) = 0;

(b) ~8(M) = 0;

(c) either y = O. or Tl = O. or both.

Proo! Clearly (c) implies (a) and (b).

(a) => (c). Take the adjoint to (y.M,l1) object - (Tl",M.'f'). We have:

11"0"(' = 9"11 o B"y = 8"~(M) = O. Consider Ker(rl"). It is clear from the commuta

tive diagram

Y" Tl"8"(M)-~-7 M ---:.-----)) &' ( M)

8"1 1 . 11 18"1

B"(Ke rTl)~ Ke r Tl ,,__O_~) 8"(K e rTl")

where t is the canonical monomorphism, and the diagonal arrow is due to the

equality r1"o,,(, = 0, that (O,Kerll".cr) is a subobject of (ll",M,l').

If Kel1l" * 0, then, since tn",M,y") is in the spectrum, (O.Kel1l",cr) r

tn",M,l'). In particular, Tl" = 0; i.e. 11 = O.

If KerTl" = 0, then the equality 11 = Ao8Tl", where A. is the adjunction

isomorphism 808" --7 IdA' shows that 11 is also a monoarrow. The monomorph

ness of Tl and the equality Tl oy = ~(M) = 0 implies that y = O.

The impl ication (b) => (c) coincides with (a) => (c) for the object

(n",M,Y') of the adjoint hyperbolic category.•

6.5.2. Corollary. The square (2) is not only wziversaI, but also couniversal;

i.e. SpecA{8,~ IO} ~ SpecA[8j II SpecA[8"j.
SpecA

6.6. The case of a local category il. Suppose that the category

and let P be the unique up to isomorphism quasi-final object of

8(P) =: P.

A is Iocal:

A. Clearly

6.6.1. Lemma. Let A be a Ioeal eategory with a quasi-final object P. Then an
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endomorphims ~ 0/ ld14 is an isomorphism if and only if ~(P) -:t. O.

is not epimorphie implies the same

Prao! Suppose that, for some objeet

vial kerne!. elearly ~(Ker(~(M))) . = 0

that ~(P) = 0 whieh is not the ease.

Similarly, the assumption that ~(M)

eontradietion: ~(P) = O. •

M, the morphism

which implies, sinee

~(M) has a nontri-

Ker(~(M)) ). P,

6.6.2. Corollary. The ring ~(14) 0/ all endomorphisms 0/ the identieal junetor

ld14 - the center 0/ the eategory A - is IDeal if the category A is IDeal.

Proo! Consider the ideal )l(A) fonned by all ~ E ,(A) such that ~(P) =
0, where P is a quasi-final object (clearly )l(61) does not depend on the

ehoice of the object P). Aceording to Lemma 6.6.1, ,(A)-Jl(61) eonsists of

(all) invertible objeets whieh means that )1(A) is the uruque maximal ideal In

,(A).•

6.7. S-invariant points. Suppose that P E Spee:JJ IS S-stable; i.e. P =' S(P).

6.7.1. Lemma. Let <P> E SpecA be S-stable. And let «1,M,Tl» be an element

0/ SpecA{S,~j such that <P> E Ass(M).

Then suppeM) = {<P> j-.

Proo! Indeed, (<P>j- ~ Supp(M) , because <P> E Ass(M) ~ Supp(M).

The inclusion <P> E Ass(M) means that there is a monoarrow 1.: P'~ M

for some P'::= P. Being in the speetrum. the object IM = (1,M,Tl) is equivalent

to the image of the adjoint morphism

t A : ff(P') = (g(p'),Se(p'),h(P')) ) IM

which implies the inclusion Supp(M) b Supp(Se(p')).

Now, since P' z S(P'),

Supp(Se(p')) = U Supp(Sn(p')) = (<P>j
n E I

whieh implies the required inclusion SuppeM) ~ (<p> j-. •

According to Lemma 5.9.3, there are only two possibilities:

either ~(P) = 0, or ~(P) is a monamorphism.

The following Proposition takes eare about the first one.

6.7.2. Proposition. Let <P> be a S-stable point 0/ SpecA such that ~(P) =
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O. Then the set

SpeC<p>A{S.~} = {«"(,M,Tl» E SpecA{S,~} I <P> E Ass(M)J

has the following decomposition:

Spec<p>A{S,~} ~ Spec<p>ArS] 11 Spec<P>Ar8"].
<p>

Proo! The equality ~(P) = 0 and 8-stability of <P> imply that

~(S·(P» = O. If (y,M,Tl) E Spec<p>A{8,~j, then there is a nonzero morphism

Se(p'} ~ M for some P':::: P, and M is equivalent to the image of this

morphism (cf. the proof of Lemma 6.7.1) which implies that ~(M) = 0; l.e.

("(,M.Tl) E ObA{S,~ IOj.

Now the assertion follows from Corollary 6.5.2.•

In order to study the nondegenerate case, ~(P):;; 0, as weH as to finish

the investigation of the degenerate one, we need to make some simplifications.

First, note that the equivalence p:::: 8(P) implies that the closure,

{<P> j-, of the point <P> in the topology 't (i.e. the set of all specializa-

tions of <P>) is S~stabie. Therefore the thick subeategory Ar(<P>}-) of A

is S-stable which means that the preimage of s4((<P>}-) under the forgetting

functor A{8,~J ~ A eoincides with the hyperbolie category 4{S',~'J, whe-

re ~ = s4((<P> j-), S' is the induced by 8 auto-equivalence of the category

4, ~' is the restriction of ~ on sff.

It follows from Lemma 6.7.1 that Spec<p>A{S,~} = Spec<p>A'{8',~'J.

Therefore, being interested in the subset Spec<P>A{e,~J of SpecA{S,~},

we replace the category il by its thick subcategory 14' = s4({<P>}-} and the

category A{S, ~J by sIt{S',~' j .

Futher, since the thick subcategory <P> is S-stabIe, the functor S In-

duces an auto-equivalence, S', of the quotient category sd':= AI<P>. Let ~'

denote the induced by ~ endomorphism of the identical functor from 4 to

4; and let P' be a (unique up to equivalence) quasi-final object of the 10

eal category A'.

The equality A = A((<P>}-) implies that the specuurn of the category .Jt

= iJI<P> consists of onIy one point.

ClearIy the Iocalization at <P> maps bijectively the set Spec<p>iJ{8,~J

we are studying onto Spec'A'{a',~'}:= («"(,M,Tl» I Ass(M) :;; 0j.

(a) Suppose now that ~(p):;; O. This irnplies that ~'(P') is nonzero. Ae-

eording to Lemma 6.6.1, ~' is an automorphism of the identical functor Id14"

This, in turn, means that the category sIt{S',~' j is equivalent to the category
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4.6 and 4.3

sIf has sim-

the results of subsections

at least in the case when

(cf. Lemma 5.2). Therefore

provide a deseription of SpecA{S',~'};

pIe objects.

(h) Suppose that ~(P)

position 6.7.2, SpeCif{S',O} =

4[S']/A'

= O. This implies that ~'(P') = O. Hence, by Pro-

SpecA'(S'] II Spec4'[S'''].
<P'>

So, if the category if has nonzero objeets of finite type, we can use the

obtained in Seetion 4 description of the speetrum of a skew polynomial category

over a loeal semisimple category.

6.8. eN-invariant points. Let now eN(p) === P for some positive integer N, but

ei(p) is not equivalent to P if ! S; i < N.

Denote by e the functor SN and by ~ the endomorphism of the identieal

funetor, Id14 which is defined by the following recurrent relations:

~ =~, ~ = )..oe"~ 80)..-1, ~:= ~N (1)
! n+! n

and consider the eategory A{e,~}.

Let RN denote the map whieh assigns to any objeet (y,M, Tl) of the cate-

gory A{e,~} the tripIe (YN M,TlN)' where

N-I N·I
YN'= S "(o... oY, TlN'= 11 0811 0... 08 11,

and acts identieally on morphisms: f~ f

6.8.1. Lemma. The map RN is a functor from A{e,~) to A{e,~}.

Proof I) Clearly
N~ N-I~ ~ N"(N0TlN = 8 ~08 ~So ... 0~8 ,

and one can show (by induetion) that

2) On the ather hand,

N-I ~N-I
TlN0"(N = II 0811 0... 08 Tl otr· "(0 ... 0"( =

N-2 N-I~ N-2Tl 0811 0... 08 11 08 ~08 "(0 ... 0"( =

N-2 J:.11 0811 0... 08 (Tl 08~oy)0 ... 0"(.

(1)

Now note that

8"(11 08~0"() = Tl"OA,,-1 oS"8~0A."0Y' = 11"0~0Y' =

where 11" and '1'" are, as befare, the adjoint to 11 and y
.... -I

Tl"= 8"11 oA., '1'"= '" oßAy.

~81\0111\0i'

~orphisms; l.e.
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This implies that

11oe~oy = Ao8~e"oA~lo110Y = Ao8~8"oA-lo~ (= ~oAo8~&'oA-I).

Therefore we can continue (1) as folIows:

812 -3 N-'" J:. n-311 °811 o.. ,° 11 °8 -(11 °e~ 0 1')°e I'°... 0I' =

and, according to (2),

11 oe(A08~8"oA-1 o~)oy = A08(Aoe~e"oA-1 o~)6"oA-l oll 01' =
Ao 8(Ao8~e" °A-I 0~)8"0A.-I o~.

Repeating this, we come to the required formula: llNoYN = ~(M).

Clearly the map RN is functorial. •

(2)

6.8.2. A general observation. Let lF= (F, Jl) and G = (G, v) be monads in A,

and h: a:;~ lF a morphism of monads. The morphism hinduces the functor

h*: lF-mod ) a:;-mod, (M,m) 1 ) (M,moh(M)), JI ) f

6.8.3. Lemma. The Junelor h* has a leJt adjoinl Junelor.

Proof Given a a:;-module Y = (V. '0), denote by lF(Sa:;Y the lF-module (M,m),

where M is the coequalizer of the pair

F'O, JloFh(V): FG(V) ) F(V),

m: F(M) ) M the unique arrow which makes the diagram

FFG(V) __F_c_4 ) F ( M)

1m

commute.•

cFG(V) ---~) M

6.8.4. Corollary. The Junetor RN is exael and Jaithful and has a left adjoint

Junelor, LN' A{e,~J ) st1{e,~J,

Proof Take as lF the monad (S-, l~) and as G the monad (e·.~/) (cf.

3); and let h: G --7 lF be the morphism which identifies Sm with film.
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It is easy to see that the functor RN ean be defined by the commutativity

of the diagram

A{e,~} --~) f·mod

RN 1
A{e,~J -----)) {J-mod

where each of the horizontal arrows is an equivalenees of eategories from Propo

sition 4. Thus, the left adjoint to h* functor, h*:= lF@G- (cf. Proposition

6.8.3), induees a left adjoint to RN functor LN'.

6.8.5. Some details about the functor LN Let lF denote, as in 6.8.4, the mO-

nad (S-, '~) and G the monad (e-,~'). Clearly

S-= Ei) eie-. (1)
OSi <N

Let eN,~ be a funetor from G-mod to lF-mod which assigns to a G-module

~ = (V,o) the lF-module (Ei) ei(V)'~N~))' where the lF-module structure
0:5: i <N

is defined by

'~(V): aiei(V) -----7) Si+}(V) if I::; i + } < N

(cf. 3), and

0: aiei(V) ) V if i + j = N.

It follows from (1) that the canonical epimorphism

IF:= (S-, '~) ) f®{J

ean be deeomposed as

IF ) SN,~ --~) IF@G'

Moreover, one ean see that the arrow eN, ~ ) IF®n

phism.

(2)

in (2) is an isomor-

6.9. From Spec(r3-mod) to Spec(1F-mod). The funetor S defines an auto-

equivalence, SO' of the category f3-mod as follows.

There is a canonical functor isomorphism (5: GoS ) 806 which is defi-

ned by

id: e i 08 = SiNoS SoSiN= Soei if i;;::: 0,

and by the composition of the isomorphism

AA oA : SAoS ) SoSA

(here A: 8"oS
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junction isomorphisms) when i is negative.

Now we define So by S[l(V,o) = (S(V), Sooo(V)), and SG(f) = Sf for any

[l-module (V,o) and any [l-module morphism f

6.9.1. Theorem. Let P E SpecsIJ be such that fIJ(P) ~ P. but Si(p) is not

equivalent to P if 1 ~ i < N. Let (V,o) be an object of Spec([l-mod) such

that <P> E Ass(V).

(a) Suppose rhat ~ei(P) * 0 for all 1:5 i < N. Then every nonzero sub-

module 01 lF®G(V,o) contains lF®[l(W, 'CO) for same G-submodule (WJm) of (V. 0).

In particuLar. lF®o(V.o) belangs to Spec(lF-mod), and . it is simple if
(V, 0) is simple.

(b) Suppose that ~S'(p) = 0 for same i; and let IJ m be such integers

that 1:5; I :5; m < NJ ~Sl(p) = 0, ~em(p) = 0; but, ~ei(p) * 0 if 0 S; i < I,

or m < i < N. Then

(bi) EI1 ei(V) is an fF-submodule of f®G(V,o) l::t ( €B ei(V)'~N)' anti the
1S; i<N. 05. i <N

quotient moduleJ W I ~ ( EB e'(V).J!)J beiongs to the spectrum.
I: 0'$ i <I

(b2) €B e'(V) is a submodule of f®rn(V,o) which also is in SpecA(e,~}.
m5, i <N

(b3) If (V, 0) IS a simple rn-submodule. then the lF-module ~ and thel,l
submodule 01 (b2) are simple.

Proo! According to 6.8.5,

lF®rn(V, 0) ~ SN ~(V,o):= ( ~ Si(V)'~N~))'
,~ 0'$, <N

where ~N is an 'adjustment' of '~ (cf. 6.8.5).

(a) ~he proof of the assertion (a) is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4

when ~S'(P) * 0 for all I, and is the same, as the proof of the first asser-

tion of Theorem 6.1 when ~(P) = O.

(b) The proof of the assertion (b) follows the argument which proves the

first assertion of Theorem 6.1. The details are left to the reader.•

6.9.2. Remark. Set Spec<p>rJ-mod:= «(V,o» E Speca3-modl <P> E Ass(V)}. The set

Spec P (J-mod depends only on whether ~ has a zero on the orbit of <P> or not.< > .
In fact, if ~et(p) * 0 for all i, then ~(P) * 0 which implies, accor-

ding to 6.7 that Spec p G-mod is isomorphie to the "<P>-part" of the spectrum
< > N

of the Laurent category corresponding to the auto-equivalence e:= e :
Spec<p>rB-mod :t Spec<p>Ale]/14.

Here
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. SpeC<p>A[ejltil:= («M,u» E SpecA[ejIA! <P> E Ass(M)}.

If ~e'(p) = 0 for some i, then s(P) = O. Therefore

Spec<P>rr3-mod 0: Spec<p>A[e1 II SpecA p [8"j
{<P>} < >

(cf. 6.7).•

6.10. The whole picture. Thus, SpecA can be represented as the union:

SpeciJ = Spec iJ U ( U Spec iJ),
00 > nn_1

where

such thatSpec A
00

P if i:F. 0;

consists of all P E SpecA

or, equivalently, the orbit

(<ei(p»l i E Z}(1)

e'(p) is not equivalent to

is infinite;

SpecnA, n ~ I,

exactly n points; i.e.

en(p) :::; P.

consists of all P E SpeciJ

e'(P) is not equivalent to

such that the orbit (1) has

P if 1 5 i S; n-I, and

Let

l. Set

consists of all P E SpecA such that for some

and

Specoo,~ = SpeCoo,iJ - Spec~A, Specn,~ = SpecniJ - Spec~A,

for all n 2: I.

Thus, we have the following decomposition:

SpecA = Spec l=,A U Spec ~ U ( U (Spec ~ U Spec l=,iJ)). (2)
00, '-., 00, n~l n, n, '-.,

Now, consider the part, Spec'A{e,~}, of SpecA{eJ~J which consists of

all objects (y,M;l1) E SpecA{e,~J such that the set Ass(M) is not empty. Cle-

arly any decomposition of SpeciJ induces a decomposition of Spec'A{S, Cj. In

particular, we have:

for which

Spec'A{e,~} = Spec'oo,~iJ{e,~} U Spec'ooJ~{SJ~J U

( U (Spec' ~{e,~} U Spec' l=,A{B,~})).> n, n,~"_I
where Spec'a. ßs4{SJ~J consists of all (yJM;l1) E Spec'A{e,~}

Ass(M) n Speca,ßA 'i:. 0.

(a) According to Therem 6.4, the map
•3' *: P~ rF(P) = (g(p)Je (P),h(P))

00,
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takes values in Spec ~{e, ~J; hence it induces a map
00,

The map

Spec ~{e,~}
00,

::s00, * is surjective, and the preimage of each point

coincides witlz the orbit,

«ei(p» I n E Z}

(y,M.ll) in

0/ any <P> E Ass(M).

(cf. Theorem 6.4).

(h) Le~ now P E SpeCoo,~i1. Define a map, 3'oo.~' as follows:

If ~e'(P) ;t: 0 for all i::; 0, then set

3'00,~ ( P) = n"(ev- I ( P)),

where v i~ the least positive number such that ~ev(P) = O.

If ~e'(p);t: 0 for i ~ I, then set
, v"

3 oo,~(P) = n(S (P)),

where v" is the biggest (necessarily) non~positive number such that

is equal to zero.

If ~ei(P) = 0 for some positive and non-positive values of i, then set

(4)

, v"
3 oo,~(P) = \f';,v"+v(S (P)), (6)

where v" and v are defined above.

By Theorem 6.3, the map :3'oo,~ given by the fOffilulas (4), (5), (6) induces

a surjective map Specoo,~A ) Specoo,~A{e,~} .

. Note that the preimage of a point «y,M,ll» E Specoo,~A{e,~} is the ray

«S'(p» li$; v - I} In the first case (cf. (4)), the ray «S'(p» I i ~ v")

in the second case (cf. (5)), and the interval {<Si(p» I v"::; :5 v - t) in

the third case, where <P> is an associate point of M.

(c) Fix a positive integer n, and consider the set I * of all pairsn,
«p>.<~», where <P> E Spec ~ and w = (u, V;o) an object of Spect4{en,~}

11, n
such that <P> E Ass(V). Clearly the group l/nZ acts effectively on 1 *:n,

m.«P>J<~» = «Sm(p»,<S meV»~),
n

where e the induced by e action on SpeciJ{en,~ }.n n
The fOffilula 3 i <P>, <~> ;:= <1F®a:; v> defines a surjection

n, n

:3 *: I * ) Spec ~{S,~}n, ~ ~

such that the prelmage of any poip.t <1F@o w> E Spec ~(e,~) is the correspon-
n n,

ding to <v> lInZ-orbit 10 I *. Here we use the fact that w defines the
11.

orbit uniquely. Still it is convenient to consider the set of pairs I * andn,
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I *lt/ n
.

keep in mind the diagrarn

J *
n, ) Spec' ~(e,~)

n,

',,- lt' / IF®
Spec ~{e,~} aJn

II n n

where 1t and 1t' are projeetions. Note that, aeeording to Remark 6.9.2,

Spec ~{S,~} is isomorphie to the eorresponding part of the spectrurn of the
n, n n n

Laurent category ArS]/A.

(d) Now fix a posItIve integer n and consider the set I of pairs
n,~

«P>, <"», where <P> E Spec ~A and ~ = (u. V, '0) is an object of
n,~

SpeC<p>A(Sn'~n}; i.e. <P> E Ass(V). Recall that, aecording to Rernark 6.9.2,

Spec<p>aJ-mod ::.: Spec<p>Are] II SpeciJ<p>[8 AI
n {<P>} n

There is a natural action of 71InZ on r ~ defined by
1l,,,:!

1.(<P>,<W» = «S(P», <8n(Y»).

Let 3n,~ denote the map from In,~ to Specn,~A{e,~} t~at assigns to

any element «p>, <~» of 1 ~l the element <'J 1> = « e e'(V),J!» (cf.
n,~ I, 05. i <1

Theorem 6.9.1).

According to Theorem 6.9.1, the map

of the element <W I> is the "intervar'
I,

J
n.~

is surjective, and tbe prelmage

«Si(p), <8n
i
W> I 0 :5 i :5 i-I}.

6.10.1. Remark. The definition of the subsets Speca,ßA{e,~} of the spectrurn is

very cautious:

Speca,ßA{e,~}:= {«y,M,l1» E SpecA{8,~} I Ass(M) n Speca,ßA ~ 0}.

It follows, however, from the description above that

Speca,ßA{e,~}:= {«y,M,l1» E SpecA{8,~} I Ass(M) c Speca,ßA}.

In particular,

Speca,ßil{e,~} n Speca',ß,A{8,~} = 0, if (a,ß#(a',ß');

I.e. Spec'A{S,~} is the disjoint union of the subsets Speca, ßA{S.~}. •
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COl\1PLEMENTARY FACTS AND EXAMPLES.

Cl. HYPERBOLIC CATEGORIES OF HIGHER RANK.

Cl.!. Iterated hyperbolic categories. Let A be a category, and i}, e two au

to-equivalences of A which quasi-eommute; i.e. there exists an isomorphism <p

from e°i} to ih e. Let ~ und t; be eodomorphisms of the identical functor

Id:4 such that S~ = ~S and ~t; = t;~.

CI.!.I. Lemma. Under the above conditions, the functor S

equivalence, G, of the hyperbolic category A{i1,~} and t;

morphism of the identical functor of the category A{~.~}.

defines an auto·

defines an endo·

Proof Denote by e the map which assigns to any object (y,M,11) the ob-

ject (<P(M)oSy,S(M),8T}o<p-l(M)) aod to any morphism f' (y,M,Tl) -----? (y,M',Tl')

the morphism Si The map e is a functor A{i},~} ~ A{i},~}.

In fact, by condition we have:

and
€hlo<p-I(M)CP(M)oSy = €hloSy = e~ = ~e,

~) -I
(<p(M) °Sy)o(fhl o<p (M)) = <P(M)o8T}oSyo<p (M) =

<p(M)oe~~o<p-I(M) = <p(M)o~e~o<p-I(M) = ~i}e.

Clearly e is an auto-equivalence of the category A{i}.~}.

Note that, for any object (y,M,Tl) of the category A{i},~}, the morphism

t;(M) is, thanks to the condition t;i} = 'Öt;, an endomorphism of (y,M,Tl):

yot;(M) = si}(M)oy = i}C/M)oy, and t;(M)oll = Tlot;i} = 'V"o'Ös.

This implies immediately that the map ~' which assigns to any object

(y,M,Tl) of the category i1{'Ö.~} the arrow ~(M) is an endomorphism of the

ideotical functor. •

So, one can define the iterated hyperbolic category 'B{e, S'},

A{i},~}.

where m._
.c:J.-

Cl.2. A generalization: categories A{E}. Let it"
I

commuting family of auto-equivalences of the category

pair iJ E J, a pair of isomorphisms,

W.., <p.,: i}.oi}.~ i}.oi},
lJ IJ I J J I

is giyen such that

E J, be a quasI-

moreover, for every

<p .. = 'f .. = id. and <p .. o<p •• = id = 'V"0'V'"
II II IJ JI 1J }I

And let ~i' i E J, be a family of endomorphisms of IdtiJ such that
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i}~ . = ~ .i} . if ; i= j.
I '] '] I

and consider the category

Denote this data, {ßi' 'Vi] ct';j ~;I;,j E Jj,

sI1.{3} the objects of which are

(y~M,11·I; E J),
l I

by ...-,

where M E ObA, and

(a) ("'(fM, 11;) is an object of the category A{i}i'~;l for every ; E J;

l.e. Y; and Tl; are arrows M ~ {}/M) and i}/M) ~ M respectively

such that 11. 0 "'(. = ~ IM), and ß ·(11· oy.) = ~.i} .(M).
11 I 111 11

(b) The diagrams

M

{)jY; <Pji
) ß.{). (M) ---.::~) ß.i}.(M )

J I I J

1{}·11·
I ']

"(.
------'-------4) i}/ M)

are commutative for any ;, j E J such that i i= j.

(c) The diagrams

ß.y. 'V ..
J I ) ß:C}. (M) _--=-J_'-+) fJ:ö.( M )

J I I J

l i} .y.
I ']

y.
______' --}) i}/M )

and

are commutative for every i, j E J.

Arrows in A{3] are defined in an obvious way:

an arrow from ("(tM,Tl;I; E J) to ('''li' 'M, '11;1 i E J) is a morphism

f'M~'M

such that "(. of = i}.(f) 0"(., and f o11· = 11.0t}.UJ for a11
I I I I I I

It fo11ows from Lemma Cl.l.1 that in case when

; E J.

J = [I,n], this data pro-

vides an n-th iterated hyperbolic category, A {(i}.),(~.)}.n I I

Cl.3. Example: modules over iterated hyperbolic rings. Let R be a commutative
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and

R

R{(8i)'(~i)}-modules is equivalent to

where A = R·mod, e. the indu-
I

the corresponding to the element

ring, {ei I i E I} a family of pairwise conunuting automorphisms of R,

{~,·I I E I} elements in R. Denote by R{(e.),(~.)} the ring generated by
I I

and indeterminates x., y., i E J, which satisfy the relations:
I I

.t.r = 8.(r)x., ry. = y.8!r)
I I I I I I

X.V. = ~.
l"' I I

xiYj = Y/'i' x,x} = x)xi' YiY} = Y!i

for every r E R and I::; i,} ::; n, i -:t= }.

The category R{(ei),(~i)}-mod of

the n-th hyperbolic category si1 {(e .),(~.')},
n I I

ced by 8. auto-equivalence of R-mod, ~.'
I I

~. endomorphism of the identical functor IdR d
I -mo

Cl.4. A special case. Let

of a commutative ring, A;

{t1 i I i E J} be a family of commuting automorphisms

let u. be arbitrary and p. invertible elements in
I I

A, i E J.

Denate by A[{{J;l.{u;l,fp;l) the ring generated by A and by the indeter-

minates x., y., i E J, subject to the relations:
I I

x.a = f}.(a)x., ay. = y.{J:fa)
I I I I I I

x.y . • p.vx. = es ..u.
11 l"'ll 111

xi)'} = Y)xi, x,x} = x)xi' YiY} = Yli

for every a E A and i,} E J, i -:t= }.

CI.5. Lemma. The ring A[(f} .),(u.),(p .)) is isonwrphic to the ring
I I I

R{(8 .),(~ .)}, where R = A[~ili E J), and 8. is, for every i E J, the
I I I

extension of f}. to an automorphism 0/ the ring R given by
I

8t~.) = f}tp·)~· + f}(u.),
I I I I I I

and

f} !~.) = ~. if i -:t= j.
I 'j 'j

Proof. The isamorphism in question is given by

X.~ X., Y'~ y., x.v.~~.
I I I I l"'l I

for every i, i E J. •

It follows from Lemma C1.2.1 that if J = [I,n], then A{'E.} is the n-th

iterated hyperbolic category. Therefore our results about the spectrum of the

hyperbolic categories A{8,~} provide a step by step description of the spect-

rum of the forgetting functor iJ : i1{='} ) A; Le. the subset
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(«Yi,M,Tl i» E SpecA{3}I Ass(M) '* 0j.
Basically, the problem is reduced on each step to the search of 8-stable

points (cf. Cl.l).

C2. RINGS AND CATEGORIES OF HEISENBERG AND WEYL TYPES.

C2.1. Rings of the Heisenberg type. Let R be an associative ring, .::.:= {8~
I

~il i E J}, where {Sil i E J} is a family of pairwise commuting automorphisms

of an associative ring R, and {~i I i E J} elements of the center of R.

Call the corresponding to the data .:. hyperbolic ring R{8} (cf. 0.3 or

C1.2.3) of Heisenberg type if

(8. + e.-I)(~.) = (p. + p.-I)~. (1)
I I I I I I

for some invertible e.-stable elements p. in R and for alt i.
I I

C2.1.1. Lemma. If R{3} is 01 Heisenberg type, then the element

c.:= (~. - p.8.-1(~.))(~. _ p:lS.-I(~.))
I I 11 I I I I I

is central for all i.

Proof Since c. belongs to the center of R, it suffices to show that
I

c. is 8.-stable for all j E J. Clearly S.c. = c. for all j E J-{i}, since
I ) ] I I

both ;i and Pi have this property.

It remains to check S.-stability of C" Set
I I

ll.:= ~. - p.S.-l(~.), u,.":= ~" - p.-lS.-1(~.).
I I 11 I I I I

It follows from (1) that:

8.(u.) = S.(~.) - p~. = p.-l~. - S:I(~.) = p:IU.. (2)
I I I I 11 I I I I I I

Since p. and p:l enter into (1) symmetrically, we have the relation
I I

S.(U .") = p.u."
I I I I

for free. The fonnulas (2) and (3) imply that 8/ci) = ci' •

Denote by z. the element y.u. = y.(~. - p.S.-l(~.)). Then we have:
I 11 I I 11 I

-2
x·z· - p. z.,x· = C.

I I I I I I

(3)

for every i. In other words, the map which is identical on

the ring R, and sends z. inta y.u. for every i E J,
I I I-,

of the ring R<(8.),(c .), (p. -)> giyen by the relations
I I I

:er = 8.(r)x" rz· = z.8:<r)
I I I I I I
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I

defines a morphism



~2 s::
X.z. - p. ZX· = U ..C.

I I I I I II I

X.z. = ZX., XX. = XX., Z.z· = Z),zl'
I) ) I I J ] I lJ

for every r E R and i,} E J, i '*} (cf. C1.2.4) into R{'E.}.

Note that if the elements ci are invertible, then this morphism is an

isomorphism.

C2.2. Rings of the Weil type. Let R{3} be the Heisenberg type ring correspon-

ding to the data {E,p} = {(S.), (~.), (p.)}. Define the Weyl type ring W(E,p}
I I I

as the quotient of the ring R{E} by the ideal generated by the (central) ele-

ments cr" i E J. Clearly the ring WIE,p} is also hyperbolic. And Hayashi's

Weyl algebras belong to this dass.

It follows from C2.1 that the Weyl type nng W{E,p} is isomorphic to the

ring AJ< [8 i' Pi-2, I}>. In particular, it contains a subring A j (8 i)' P-2)

which is generated over the subring of (8.)-stable (= S .-stable for all i) ele-
l I

ments of R by the indeterminates x., z· subject to the relations
I l

-2
X,.zi - PiZLXi = 1

for every i E J.

C2.3. The categories of Heisenberg type. A hyperbolic category A/S,~}

called of Heisenberg type if there exists a S-stable automorphism r

identical functor IdA such that

S2~ + ~S2 = (rS2 + r-182)o8~8.

Here 8·stable means that Sr = r8.

We call r the weight of the category A{e,~), and will weite

in case we need to indicate the weight.

will be

of the

(1)

(2)

(3)

(2')

(3')

C2.3.1. Remark. Note that the relation (1) is equivalent to any of the relations

e~ + ~"e = a(r + r-l)o8~1\

fY'~" + ~e" = 8"(r + r -I) 0 fY'~

~ + crofY'~"eocr-l = (r + r·l)o~",

~" + c·' o8~e"oE = (r + r-')o~,

where ~":= croe"~eocr-I; and

cr: fY'8~ Ids4 and E: Ids4~ 89"

are the adjunction isornorphisms.

It follows from the equivalence of (2) and (3) that the adjoint to
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byperbolic category IS also of Heisenberg type witb tbe same weight
r. _

Fix a Heisenberg type category A(S,~;rJ. Let u and u" denote the en-

domarphisms of IdsI1 defined by the relations:

u = ~ - ro~/\ and u" = ~ - r-lo~". (4)

C2.4. Lemma. There are the following equalities:

S(u) = r-ISouS, and S(u") = r8ou"S.

In particular, the endomorphism c:= u"ou of IdA is S-invariant.

Proo! It follows from (2) that:

S(u):= 8~ - eroe~" = e(r + r-I)oe~" - ~"S - Sroe~" =

er-I oe~/\ - ~"S = r~leo(8~/\ - r8o~/\B) = r-18o(~ - ro~/\)8:= r-ISouS.

Bu/\ = rS o u/\8, for free.•

Since automorphisms r

ly, we obtain the other equality,

and
-I

r enter inta tbe condition (1) symmetrieal-

C2.4.1. Remark. Moreover, one can see that the condition (1) IS equivalent to

tbe equality S(u) = r- 1Sou8.•

C2.S. The spectrum of a category of Heisenberg type. Fix a category s4(S,~;rJ

of Heisenberg type.

C2.5.1. Lemma. For every nonnegative integer n,

~en = Sn(r-n+lo~/\ _ ( L r 2i-n)ou),
O'Si'5n

~/\B"n = S"n(rn~lo~ - ( L r-2i+ n)ou/\).
~iSn

Proo! If n = 0, tben the equality holds by obviaus reason.

If (5) holds far some n ~ 0, then we have:

~Sn+l = en(r-n+lo~/\ _ ( L r 2i-n)ou)e =
{}$;i$n

en(r-n+lo~/\e - ( L r 2i-n)ouS) =
~i$n

Sn(er-n+loe(r-lo~/\ - u) - S( L r 2i-n)or ou) =
~i~
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sn+l(r-no~" _ ( L r 2i-n-I)OU)
O'SiSn

which proves (5). The formula (6) is exactly the formula (5) for the category

A{fY'. ~",'r -I}. •

C2.5.2. Decompositions. Let f be an endomorphism of IdA' Denote by A(f I0)

the fuH subcategory of the category s4 generated by all objects M such that

f(M) = O. One can check that A(f I0) is a thick subcategory, and the quotient

category AlA(f I0) is equivalent to the category (frlA obtained by inversing

all arrows (f(M) I M E ObA}. Besides,

C2.5.2.1. Lemma. If P E SpecA., and f(P) -:t 0, then f(P) is a monomorphism.

Proo/. Note that f(Ker(f(P))) = O. If Ker(f(P)) -:t 0, then Ker(f(P)) )-

P; therefore the equality f(Ker(f(P))) = 0 implies that f(P) = O. •

Now take f = u. Thanks to the property e(u) = (r· t ou)et the subcategory

A(u I0) is 8-stable. Thus, we can associate with u two hyperbolic categories -

the subcategory A(u IO){e/,~/} and the quotient category A(u I*){8-.~-}, where

A(ul*):= AlA(uIO).

Note that A(u IO){e/,~/} IS a thick subcategory of A{e,~}t and the cor-

responding quotient category s4{e,~}/A(uI0)(8',~'} is naturally equivalent to

the category A(u I*)(e-,~-).
Consider the related to the thick subcategory A(u IO)(e',~'} decomposition

of the spectrum into Zariski open and closed subsets: SpecA{S,~} Cl' V(n) U D(u),

where

an embed·

the study

and the

V(u) = («y,M,Tl) E SpecA(e,~}1 u(M) = O} = SpecA(uIO)(e',~'}

(the last equality foHows from the fact that A(u IO)(e',~'} is a thick subca-

tegory of A(S,~J), and U(u) = SpecA(e,~} - V(u).

Since the localization at the subcategory A(u I0)(8',~'} induces

ding of the open subset U(u) into the spectrum of A(u I*)(8-,~-}t
of the spectrum of A(S,~} splits into two cases: the case when u 3 0

case when u is invertible. Consider each of them.

(a) Let u == O. This equality is equivalent to the equality

e~ = (ro~)e.

Therefore we can repeat the same argument, but this time for ~t

tain, as a result, the decomposition SpecA(e,~) = V(~) U U(~), where

(1)

and ob-
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(cf. 6.5), and

V(~) = SpecA(~ 1O){S',Oj, and U(~) ~ SpecA(~ I *){e-,~-}.

This time, we know the answers:

SpecA(~IO){e',Oj ~ SpecA(~IO)[e'J II SpecA(~IO)[e'Al

SpecA(~ 10)

Spec.4(~ I*)(e-,~-j = SpecA(~ I*)[e'J/s4(~ 1*)
(cf. Lemma 5.2). Le. the problem is reduced to the investigation of the spect

rum of skew polynomial and skew Laurent categories.

(b) Suppose now that u and u" are invertible.

Consider the decomposition of SpecA{a,~J with respect to the 8-stable

cenrtal endomorphism A. = id - r
Z
• Again, we have the splitting into two cases:

A. = 0, and '~ is invertible".

(bO) Let Ä = 0. Then the formulas

~en = 81l(r-n+lo~" - ( 2, rzi-n)ou),
D-5:i~

~"8"n = 8"n(rn.lo~ - ( L r-zi+n)ouA).
05:i5:n

from Lemma C2.5.1 can be rewritten as

(2)

(3)

and
~8n = 8n(r-n+lo~" _ (n+l)r-n)ou) = 8n(r~no(ro~A • (n+l)ou))

~"8"n = 8"n(rn-1o(~ - (n+l)orou"))

(4)

(5)

respectively.

Let, for every object M

,(iJ):= End(ldpI) of the category

Applying Theorem 6.1 and

the following assertion:

of A, ~(pI IM) denote the image of the center

sIl in s4(M,M).

Theorem 6.4 to the forrnulas (4) and (5), we obtain

C2.5.2.2. Proposition. Let sIl{a,~J be a Heisenberg type category with the

weight r such that rZ = id and the morphisms u, u" are invertible.

(a) Let <P> E SpecA., and ~(P) = O.

(i) 11 Char(~(AIP)) = p > 0, then tp~p(P) E SpecA{8,~J.

(U) If Char(~(AIM)) = 0, then fiep) and !3"(P) are objects 01

SpecA{e,~j.

Any object (y,M,Tl) E SpecAle,~j such that <P> E Ass(M) is equivalent

either to 't'~ (P) (lf Char(~(AIM)} = p ~ 2}, or to fi(P}, or to B"(P}
~,p

(when Char(,(AIM}) = O}.

(b) Let P E SpecA be such that en(p} >- P only if n = 0, and

(ro~/\ - nu)(P) 'i:. 0, (~- nrouA)(P) ':f; 0
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deflne the

(6)

(7)

as zero, if

such that

equivalence

a weIl de-

e
for all n 2: O. Then 8 (P) E SpecA{8,~}.

(b*) Suppose now that A = id - r2 is invertible. Then the formulas (2)

and (3) can be rewritten as

~8n = en(r-n(ro~" _ A- 1(id • r 2(n+I))ou))

~AEY'n = eAn(rn-l(~ _ A-'(id _ r-2(n+I))or ou"))

Given an endomorphism, <p, of the identical functor IdA'

~characteristic, cf)(M,<p), of an object M of the category A

~n(M) *' id for all n '* 0; otherwise, as a minimal positive n

~n(M) = id. One can easily check that ef)(M,<p) depends only on the

class of the object M: ef)(M,<p) = ef)«M),<p). In particular, we have

fined notion of the <p·characteristic of a point of the spectrurn of A.

As a consequence of the formulas (6), (7), Theorem 6.1, and Theorem 6.4, we

obtain the following 'multiplicative' version of Proposition C2.5.2.2:

C2.5.2.3. Proposition. Let i1{8,~} be a Heisenberg type category with the

weight r such that the morphisms u, uA
, and id - r

2
are invertible.

(a) Let <P> E SpecA, and ~(P) = O.

(i) If el)(P,r2
) = p, then 'JI~ (P) E SpecA{8,~}.

~,p

(ii) If ef)(P. r 2
) = O. then n(P) and BA

( P) are objects of SpecA{8,~}.

Any object ("(,M,Tl) E SpecA{8,~} such that <P> E Ass(M) is equivalent

(whenf3"(P)

0, and

or toE(P),or to

be such that Sn(P) >- P only lf n =
(ro~A - 'A-1o(id - r2(n+I)ou)(P) *' 0,

(~ - ')...-Io(id - r- 2(n+l))ouA )(P) '* 0

Se(p) E SpectA{8,~}.

either to 'P~p(P) (lf

ef)(P,r2
) = 0).

(b) Let P E Specs4

for all n 2: O. Then

C2.6. The categories of Weyl type. Let a category of Heisenberg type A{S,~;r}

be given. Denote by c the central endomorphisrn u"ou (cf. Lemma C2.4); and

consider the full subcategory A(eIl) of the category A generated by all ob-

jects M of A such that e(M) = idM' One can check that A(c 11) is a thick

subcategory of the category A. It follows from the S-stability of c that the

subcategory A(eil) is 8-stable. Therefore the restriction onto A(eIl) of the

data (8.~, r) defines a Heisenberg type category with the property: c == id.

Define a Weyl type category as a Heisenberg type category, s4{e,~;r}, such
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that c:: id.

Since in that case, both u and u" are invertible, we can apply to Weyl

type categories Propositions C2.5.2.2 and C2.5.2.3.

C2.7. Weyl type rings and quantized enveloping algebras. Consider a special case

of the Weyl rings. Namely, we assume that J = [I,n}, p. = p for every i E J,
I

and that the element p - p-I is invertible.

Define new variables, {e., f·, h·1 1 ::; i ::; n-Il by the fonnulas:
1 1 1

-Ie.:= x.y. , r.:= x. y., h.:= u. u. (1::; i ::; n-I),
1 , '+ 1 J 1 '+ 1 I 1 1 1+ I

where

hence

.l:. -I -I.l:.
U .:= ~. - pe. (~ .);

, I I I

-I): -I .l:.
U . = ~. - pe. (~ .).

, 1 "

We shall need the inverse fonnulas:

): -I -I
~. = 't(pu. - P u. ),1 , ,

-I .l:. -I8. (~.) = 1:(U. - u. ),
" , I

( 1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
where 't:= (p - p-1r l.

We have:

e!i - f,.e i = xp'i+lxi+IYi - Xi+IY,'xiYi+ 1 = ~iei+J-I(~i+J) 4 ~i+lei-I(~i) =

-1= 't(h. - h. )., ,

Clearly

eie/= XiYi+ IxjYj+ I = ej.ei

if j '* i+1. If j = i+l, we have:
-I

e,.eiei+1 - (P+P )e,.ei+/i + ei+1e,.ei =

x;Yi+lx;Yi+ IXi+ IYi+2 - (p+p -1)xiYi+IXi+IYi+2x;Yi+l +xi+IYi+2X;Yi+IX;Yi+1 =

( -I ~ -I ~ ~) 0. x,x.. 8. . - + . +. =.Y,+2 ,P"'+I 1+1 (,+1) (p p ) '+1 1+1

Similarly,
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if j *" i+l, and

Z
-If· 1. . (P+P Jf·f. f. + f. f.f. = O.

(1+1 i'1+r'1 1+r'i'1

This means that the subring generated by the elements

n-I, and the subring Re of e-invariant elements of R

the quantized enveloping algebra Up(A ,.Re) over the nng
n-I

to tbe Cartan matrix A
n-l

e., f·, h " I:S; i $:
1 1 1

is a quotient ring of

Re corresponding

C2.7.!. Proposition. There exist ring morphisms deftned by the following fonnu

las:
e

(a) <PA: Up(A ;R) ---+) W{=,p},n-I

j>-~ X. y:. h.~ U.
-1 (1 ::;; i ::; n-l),e.~ xjy' , U.

1 1+ I 1 1+1 1 1 1 1+1

(e) <Pe' Up(C
n

;R8 J ) W/3,p},

h.~ U.
-I

(I ::;; i ::;; n-I),e.~x.y. , f·~x. y:. U.
1 I 1+ I 1 1+ 1 1 1 1 1+1

-1 -2
h I----t pU.n n

Proof We have checked (a) already. The rest is equally straightforward.•

Tbe Proposition C2.7.1 is a" straightforward generalization of tbe concer

ning quantized Weyl algebra part of Theorem 3.2 in [Ha]. Tbe remaining part of

Hayashi's theorem deals with quantized Clifford algebras. It is worth a while to

include them into our picture.

C2.8. ClifTord type rings and quantized enveloping algebras. Let

tative ring; and let e:= {8:.u.,p.1 i E J}, where (8.] is a
l 1 1 1

of automorphisms of A, u. and p. are invertible elements
I 1

Denote by A(e), or A(0,{x:.y.}), the ring generated by A
I 1

x., y., i E J, subject to the relations:
1 ,

x,.xj + Xi\ = 0 = YfYj + Y!i for any i, j E J,

x·v. + y..x. = 0 if i -:t j,rJ J ,
-I -Ix.y. + p. y.x. = u.

1 l 1 1 1 I

x.y. + PfY.x· = u.
1 I 1 1 1

for any i E J;
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x.a = B/a)x., ay. = y.Bta) for any a E A;
I I I I I I

We call the ring A(G) a ring 0/ Clifford type if

e -I
.(u.) = p. u. for every i E J.
I I I I

(5)

C2.8.1. Change of coordinates. In the ring A(e), set x.y. = ~ ..
I I I

Clearly ~.a = a~. for any i E J and a E A. Besides, for all i E J,
I I

~~. = x·v-x·v· = u..x.v·= ll~., (6)
LI r'lt'l lr'l 11

and

~.~. = x.v..x~y. = x:y-x.y. = ~~.
lJ t'lf) f)ll Jl

is finite, than the riogl~il<i2<...<in' n E z+}. In particular, if

a finite (2 1JI_) dimensional A-algebra.

We have:

if i * j.

Denote by

tions (6). Clearly

R the quotient of the polynomial ring

R IS a free A-module with

J

A[{~.jJ
I

the basis

by the rela-

{~ .... ~. I
I I
I n
R is

y.~.= y..x.y. = p.(u.- I- ~.)y. = p.u.-1y.;
11 111 I I LI 11 I

~ ~ -I ~ -I
x~. = 0, ~..x. = x.p/u. - ",.) = x.p.u.
11 11 111 I 111

x.~. = x..x~. = ~.x., and ~:y. = y~. if i;t. j.
IJ lf) Jl Jl lJ

These formulas show that the automorphisms e.
I

might be exteoded ooto R

by

or

-I ~ ~I.t: ·1 J:.e. (",.) = p.(u. - ",.) = p. (u. - ",.),
I I 11 I I I I

et~·) = e.(u.) - p~.;
I I I I l I

e.(~.) =~. for all i * j,
l"j ']

we see that the ring A(e) is generated over its eommutative

{x., Y.I i E JJ subjeet. to the relations
I I

X ..x. + x.x. = 0 = y.v. + Y.:Y· for any i, j E J,
1))1 i'j fl

X .y. + y..x. = 0 i f i * j,
I ) ) I

x·v· = ~ ..
t' l I

yl,xi = p/U;·I- ~i) = Pi-I(U; - ~i) = e;·I(~i)

for any i E J;

x.r = e.(r)x., 1)'. = y.e .(r) for any r E R.
I I I l I I
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Note that

(8. - 8.-1)(~.) = 8tu.) - p.~. _ p.-I(U. _ ~.) = _(p. _ p.-l)~.
I I I I I 11 I I I I I I

since. by condition, 8.(u.) = p:1u. for each i E J.
I I I I

A ring R((8i).(~i)} described by the relations (1)-(5) and

(8. - 8.-1)(~.) = _(p. _ p.-I)~.
I I I I I I

will be called a ring of Clifford type.

Given a ring R((8.),(~.)} of Clifford type, set
I I

u.:= ~. + p.S.-I(~.).
I I I I I

We have:
Stu.) = e.(~. + p.8.-I(~.)) = 8.(~.) + p.(~.) =

I I I I 11 I I I I I

-I J:. -I ~ ~8. (~.) - (p. - p. )~. + p.(~.) =
I I I I I 11

(6)

-I(J:. 8 -I ~ ) -Ip. ~. + p.. (~.) := p. u ..
I I 11 I I I

Consider now the case, when J = [1,nJ, p. = p for all i, and the ele-
I

ment p - p-I is invertible. Denote the corresponding Clifford type ring by

R(IS,p}).

Now we are able to formulate the· natural generalization of the remaining

part of Theorem 3.2 in [Ha]:

C2.8.2. Proposition. There exist ring morphisms defined by the following fonnu

las:
e

(a) 'VA: Up(An.t;R ) ) R((S,p})

-I
e.~ x.v. , 1'.1---) X. Y" h.~ (u. ) U. (I ~ i ~ n-I),'

I f"1+1 J , 1+1 l' I 1+1 I

(h) 'VB: Up(Bn;R0) ) R(('2, p2}), eir---;, x;Yi+l' fir---+ xi+IY,..

-Ih.1---) (u. ) U. (I ~ i ~ n-I),
I 1+ I I

en~ xll' fn~ Yn, hnl---) pun;

e -(d) 'VD: Up(Dn;R ) ) R({=-.p}),
-)

e. J----7 X .v. , /,.1---) x· Y~ h.1---) u. U. (I ~ i S; n-I),
I f" 1+ I I 1+ I I I I 1+ I

e I-------» X X I' I---) Y v h I---) pu u.
nll-lll' J n rrn-I' 11 n-I n

Proof is a straightforward calculation which is left to the reader.•
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